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EDITORIAL

G3DPS.
My first job is, I'm sure, to apologise to all members for the lateness of the previous edition of
"Mercury". This was due to circumstances outside the control of the Society and also the printer. A
priority printing order had to be fulfilled before "Mercury" could be considered, but the printing staff
worked hard and long to get the "Mercury" out when they did. Oh behalf of all members, a big
"Thank you".
Once again the Society is indebted to the Nuffield Trust Organisation for a very generous grant of
£245 to be used to equip the HQ station with 2 Metre gear. Very little has been done in the past on 2
Metres and it is hoped to rectify this position in the very near future. Any ideas or suggestions from
the VHF fraternity would be most welcome as G3DPS is not a VHF type. A suitable letter of thanks
has been sent to the Nuffield Trust.
Peter, G3YOB, has now left us for the cooler climes of the North and Colin, G3YBT, has arrived by
way of replacement. Many of you will have met Colin by way of G4RS, and he has already clocked
up about a dozen new prefixes for the HQ station.
The 1969 Exhibition (mentioned elsewhere in this issue) provided your Secretary with a lot of extra
work, including a (very interesting) week away in London, but has caused some delay in answering
the mail. Over the fortnight preparing for, and attending, the Exhibition, the Postman pushed 104
letters through the door of 15 Valley Road, and members are asked to bear with your Headquarter
staff in view of the fact that all Society work has to be done part-time. All letters will be answered, all
orders fulfilled and all new members enrolled. To this end, G3DPS has been fortunate in being
granted a week of his Annual Leave entitlement to clear the back-log.
The Society "Recruiting Campaign" has got off to a good start, 10 members having introduced 13
new members so far. Keep up the good work!. Also mentioned elsewhere is the subject of used
stamps. Here is an opportunity to assist those amateurs a little less fortunate than ourselves. Over
1,000 stamps have been sent off to the R.A.I.B.C. and the second 1,000 has been started on. Your
Secretary has now got into the habit of tearing off the stamps from the envelopes and dropping them
into a Pint Pewter pot (one of the many one seems to accumulate during ones service!), If you would
prefer to send them direct, the address is W.M. Clark, G3VUC, 66 Fillace Park, Horrabridge,
Yelverton, Devon. G3VUC will remove the stamps from the portion of envelope and pack them ready
for sale overseas in the case of British stamps, or at home, if you include stamps from those DX cards.
With the evenings closing in fast, no doubt more and more members will be turning to the "ham"
bands during the coming months. Don't forget to mention "R.S.A.R.S." on the bands even if you are
not an avid Award Hunter. Apparently, a call such as " CQ Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society
from George Three Delta Papa Sierra" or "CQ CQ CQ RSARS de G3DPS" is acceptable to the
licensing authorities, BUT DO NOT INCLUDE RSARS IN YOUR CALL-SIGN i.e. G3DPS/RSARS
IS NOT LEGAL. Also, please use the full title where possible Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society"
and not just "Royal Signals" - this can be a little misleading to non-members.
The LF and HF Nets remain popular, and a short note regarding the extension of the LF Net to
prevent overcrowding appears elsewhere.
Congratulations are in order to Bert, G3XSN, on the award of Special Award No.1. Well done Bert,
but it seems you will not be alone in the honour for long, one or two people now being "in the home
stretch". Which brings us on to the problem of QSL cards - if you do not QSL - PLEASE SAY SO
DURING THE QSO. At least one member has worked over 240 members but still cannot get the
necessary 200 cards.
A final thanks to severa1 members, but in particular G5YN and G3EJF for articles for the
"MERCURY". Articles are always wanted, they don't have to be elaborate or technical - just
readable!.
73 Jack.
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PROFESSOR SAMUEL FINLEY BREESE MORSE
(The following article appeared in, and is reproduced, with permission, from "CQ" August 1963. It is
the draft of an Address to the 1963 Dayton Hamvention, Saturday April 27 1963 by Dan McCoy
W8DG.)
Everyone has heard of Morse Code, but information on the founder of this system of communication
has not been everyday reading. It is interesting to read that life was not "all milk and honey" for Prof.
Morse - such statements as "My shoes are out at the soles and I must return to painting for a living"
indicates that without Prof. Morse's perseverance we might never have had the Morse Code as we
know it today - Editor).
Today - April 27th marks the 172 anniversary (1963 - Ed.) of the birth of Professor Samuel Finley
Breese Morse. Among the several hundred of you gathered here tonite, there are probably many who
have never heard of him only in a vague sort of way. Few radio amateurs and those engaged in
commercial radio realize the debt that we owe to this man. He was the inventor of the telegraph.
Morse provided one of the basic foundations upon which our beloved hobby is built.
Morse was born at Charlestown, Massachusetts, in 1791. He came from good solid American stock.
Hid father was a militant orthodox clergyman, an early patriot and a friend of George Washington and
Daniel Webster. He was also a recognised authority on geography and has been referred to as the
Father of American geography. His mother was the granddaughter of Dr. Finley, one of the founders
of Princeton University.
Early in his life, Morse showed considerable talent for drawing and painting. At the age of four, he
was punished by his teacher for scratching an excellent likeness of her on a chest of drawers. At
fourteen he was quite an accomplished artist when he entered Yale University, his father's Alma
Mater. There he helped support himself by painting portraits on ivory of members of the faculty and
of students for five dollars each.
Morse first became acquainted with electricity at Yale where he dabbled around with some minor
experiments, Upon graduation in 1810, he forgot about electricity and elected to pursue Art as his
life's work. He went to London for further study, did well in his art work, and gained fame in 1813
when he won the Gold Medal at the Society of Arts.
Financial reverses forced Morse to return home in 1816. He tried to support himself travelling
through New England painting portraits but found little patronage. Financial reverses plagued him for
the next 30 years.
Through his fathers help, he went to Charleston, South Carolina, a budding social and cultural
centre, and was introduced into the right circles. He rapidly gained fame there as a portrait painter and
received commissions from most of the leading families. One of his portraits, a picture of James
Monroe, then President of the United States, hangs today in the Charleston City Hall.
In 1819 he returned to New England and married Miss Lucretia P. Walker of Concord, New
Hampshire. He took his bride to Charleston and they remained there for three years. Financial
reverses again caught up with him and he returned north to New York City where he managed to earn
enough money to open a studio.
His big break in art came when the City of New York commissioned him to do a full-length painting
of General Lafayette. The General sat for Morse in the White House at Washington. This portrait now
hangs in the City Hall at New York. Morse now was one of the first ranking American painters.
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While Morse was in Washington working on this picture his wife died in New Haven, Connecticut.
The slowness of communication of the times was then brought forcefully to his attention. Seven days
after his wife's funeral he received word of her death. This slowness of communication prompted
Morse to return to his old hobby of electricity. In 1829 he took a deep interest in a series of lectures
on this subject at Columbia College. That Fall he returned to Europe to continue his studies of art and
devoted three years to painting in the famous galleries there.
While there he found time to study the system of semaphore signals which lined some of the
highways leading from Paris. This was a visual system in which semaphore arms were set at various
positions to denote words. On clear days messages were relayed from one tower to another. Morse
considered this a step in the right direction but far from being an answer to speedy communications.
He developed a numerical system of dots and dashes choosing a lexicon of basic words and giving
each word a number. From this beginning the American Morse Code grew.
About 1831 financial worries again overtook Morse and forced him to return to New York. He is
quoted as saying "My shoes are out at the soles and I must return to painting for my living". However,
his interest in communications again revived and during the winter of 1835-1836 he built his first
crude telegraph instruments and carried on further experiments. Morse was not a good mechanic, but
by September 1837 he had perfected his instruments sufficiently so that he could demonstrate them to
his friends.
He had stretched 1,700 feet of wire around his room at New York University, placing his sending
instrument at one end and his receiving mechanism at the other. Alfred Vail, a friend who years later
became President of the Western Union Telegraph Company, was so impressed that he set about
finding a financial sponsor. Vail was an excellent amateur mechanic and possessed an energetic spirit.
He finally convinced his father, Judge Stephen Vail, owner of the Speedwell Iron Works, Morristown,
N.J., of the value of Morse's idea. Vail's father advanced $2,000, which was a large sum of money at
that time. He also granted the use of his machine shop. Morse and Vail retired to the Speedwell
Works at Morristown to continue his experiments.
By January 6, 1838 a greatly improved set of instruments of sound design and workmanship had
been built. Three miles of wire was stretched around the Morristown factory to prove to Judge Vail
that he had not wasted his money. The Judge was skeptical when he arrived for the test on that
eventful day. His business and social friends had been laughing at him for supporting this fantastic
idea of a "wild-eyed" dreamer. Bankers told the Judge that he had wasted his money.
Judge Vail wrote out this message "a patient waiter is no loser". He entered the factory, gave the
message to Morse to send to Vail at the other end of the wire. He told his son; "If you receive that
message in this room, it being some distance from the sending instrument, I will believe that this idea
of Morse's is a sound one". The message came through of course, exactly as written.
Judge Vail then encouraged the two to demonstrate the idea to the public immediately. Morse and
Vail returned to New York University to prepare for a public test to be held on January 24, 1838. In
the presence of a group of leading New Yorkers a humorous message was successfully sent and
received. Shortly after, Morse and Vail demonstrated their telegraph before the Science and Arts
Committee of the Franklin Institute at Philadelphia and received its endorsement.
After heartbreaking effort, Morse finally persuaded Congress to assist him. Thirty-thousand dollars
was appropriated for a practical demonstration between Washington and Baltimore. The Honourable
Francis O.J. Smith, Editor of an agricultural paper "The Maine Farmer", a member of Congress and a
man of much influence, obtained the contract to lay the pipe in the ground which was to contain the
wires between Washington and Baltimore. Smith asked Ezra Cornell, one of the founders of Cornell
University, to invent a machine for digging the ditch that would leave the dirt deposited on one side
and another machine to fill in the trench. Cornell was successful in this, and
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Morse inspected the machines in August 1843. While Cornell's machines were successful the wires
and pipes which they had laid were not, due to lack of proper insulation.
Morse then decided to string the wires on poles. Cornell invented an insulator for the wires which
was adopted. Morse obtained permission from the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to erect his poles
along their right of way from Washington to Baltimore. The line was completed in May 1844 with the
Washington end in the Capitol Building and the Baltimore end in the Pratt street station of the
Railroad. Morse remained in Washington and Vail went to Baltimore.
On May 24, 1844, by 8 a.m. an important crowd had assembled in the small Supreme Court
Chamber of the Capitol. A few minutes later, Miss Annie G. Ellsworth, daughter of the Commissioner
of patents and a friend of Morse arrived. She and her mother had been designated to select an
appropriate text from the Bible for the first message.
At 8:45 a.m. Morse began slowly tapping out the now famous message "WHAT HATH GOD
WROUGHT?" ( Numbers 23:23). Vail received it at Baltimore and repeated it back to Morse, in
Washington, where it was received with cheers. However, there were still skeptics in the crowd.
Therefore Morse and Vail carried on an extended conversation. They exchanged the time, news of the
two cities and commented on the weather. The wife of James Monroe, former President of the United
States, sent a message of greeting to her friend Mrs John Wethered in Baltimore.
Three days later news from the Democratic Convention, then in session at Baltimore, was received
by telegraph in Washington causing great excitement. Martin Van Buren seemed the likely winner of
the Presidential nomination, but James Folk won. Hours after the news had been received by
telegraph, it was confirmed by people arriving in Washington by train from Baltimore. From then on,
as we say in slang today, Morse "had it made".
Many honours came to Samuel Morse. A bronze monument to his memory now stands in Central
Park, New York City. It was erected by subscriptions from the Nation's telegraph operators. Morse's
memory was a love passed on to these men that succeeded him. His telegraph key was their life and
living. In their day the men of the clicking relays and sounders were the true nerve centres of the
nation - yes, the world. No news, no secret was hidden from them.
The outgrowth of Morse's discovery, that electricity could be made to carry intelligence instantly
over many miles of wire, played a dramatic part in National and World developments since. Here in
the U.S. the Pony Express was replaced by the swifter wires. Our railroads for many years depended
upon the telegraph for their proper and safe operation. Transcontinental telegraph service and
transatlantic cables were also an outcome of Morse' s invention.
Morse at one time commented, "If the presence of electricity can he made visible in any part of the
circuit, I see no reason why intelligence may not be transmitted instantaneously by electricity". In that
prophecy we have today's television.
Truly, we Radio Amateurs owe a massive debt of gratitude to this great scientific pioneer. It is
indeed fitting and proper that we honour his birthday tonite.
(Sources : 1. Private correspondence Lew Tucker Secretary-Treasurer, Toledo Chapter, Morse
Telegraph Club, Inc., and D.C. McCoy. 2. Ezra Cornell - A Commemoration, Cornell University,
May 1957. 3. The Life of Samuel Finley Breesse Morse - Inventor of the Telegraph, American
Heritage, April 1961. 4. A Pictorial History of Radio, Irving Sattel, The Citadel Press, New York
City, 1960).
**************************************
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PERSONALITY PARADE.
(This issue we present the story of one of our Honorary Life Members, EVANS, G3LQC. Ray is now
in civilian life and, apparently, doing very well. We were happy to see him at the August Rally - but,
over to Ray…..)
I am now Senior Sales Engineer at Electronic Component Services (Worcester) Ltd. Quite a few
components have passed under my soldering iron since I joined Boys Company in 1943. Such names
as 191 Clarke J., (wonder where he is now?), "Busty" Bowden, "Can Can", every one must remember
the strains of ELEFT, RIGHT, ELEFT, up through Kemmel and Vimy Lines.
I had always been interested in radio, but I suppose "Ham" Radio did not really get a grip until I was
with 3 Squadron, South Malayan District Signals at Seremban with absolutely nothing to do. I started
there as a pirate VS2VC, although to be truthful, it was just to see how far one could get with a BC
610. Needless to say, this new sport quickly caught on with the operators, and it was not long before I
was hauled in front of old "Chuggle" - then Capt. Waterworth. With help, he convinced the Federal
boys that I wasn't such a bad chap. It was too late, however, the bug had bitten, and at this time I was
posted to Singapore to Changi, and under the guidance of "Tiny" Webb, then VS1BA (He seems to
get in everywhere! - Ed.) soon learned the right way to go about things and to become VS1CO.
28 Mhz was the rage at that time, and this was pursued until 17th Dec. 1953, when aided and abetted
by F of S "Wilky" Wilkinson and Bill Graham, I transmitted the first amateur suppressed carrier
signal from Singapore to VK3ALL. This was from the Jurong TX Site shortly after it opened. The
P.A. was a single 807, the antenna a 2-element close spaced strung between two trees.
On return to the U.K. little "hamming" was done except to help "Jock" Conway re-establish G3LQC
at Bampton. It was not too long before Jock and I were going in for Top Band contests and the like.
On the 21st March 1957 G3LQC struck terror into the bands aided by a modified 19 set, the QTH was
Bampton. I was active until September, when it was time to go to Cyprus. Operation had been mainly
CW on 40, 80 and 160.
It was to be February 1963 before ZC4CO tuned up with a 40 Metre QSO, on CW with LZ1KBD.
Using a self-varying 6AM6 VFO driving an EL32 to an 807. The antenna was a length of wire to a
water pump tower. 5B4CO, as it was to become, closed 15th June 1963, and I returned to G3LPC
once more.
With running up G3LPC, I had little time to get 'LQC organised, but the potential was greatest with
'LPC, and I wanted to get going on RTTY. G3LPC did very well and I suppose it was with this station
that I became better known. With the aid of "Jock" McInnes, "Tubby" Graham (the more ardent
workers), G3LPC became quite a leading light in the RTTY world with early morning 80 Metre
QSO's with W4 to name one of the firsts. Then, of course, came the GB3LPC Lundy Island
Expedition with its every success, followed the next year with remote operation from the show at
London - GB3RCS via G3LPC RTTY. What a great feeling was experienced by all who operated this
station. Everything ran like a well-oiled clock.
In the meantime, G3LQC struggled along in the shed, still using a 19 Set, keying the oscillator for
RTTY, but getting good results as far as G2DUF, Arthur in Cheshire. We even managed to build a log
periodic antenna details of which were published in this Journal and the Short Wave Magazine, and
the last master stroke was an SSB rig, using an R212 lower sideband 100 Kc/s filter. It was good,
even if I say so myself, with a suppression of 50 dBs on the carrier. That rig is still with me, but has
not been run up since I left Royal Signals in May 1967.
I have not been active at all since January last, but this has been mainly due to house re-organisation
and working for a living most of the hours awake. Now I am at a good job where weekends are my
own and once more I can think a bit about "Ham" Radio. As I spend a lot of time " Out and About " I
think I'm going to try my hand in a new field - Mobile. For 2 Metres my
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Company sells one of the most robust R.F. Power devices in this country. They are manufactured by
United Aircraft International and some will deliver 15 watts at several Ghz !!!. If anyone is interested
and would like to drop me a line at Worcester, I will gladly forward data sheets and prices to them.
Some may be asking, if they've not fallen asleep yet, what's he been doing for the last two years?
I've been in the world of Microelectronics with Plessey at Swindon. Here I started out as an
Assistant Engineer, working up finally to Assistant Chief Engineer of the Test Engineering
Department. I was, at one time, responsible for the project of building an expensive machine which
tests the limits set on the data sheet for one of the complicated linear R.F. devices. This involved logic
systems, D.C. comparison measurements, and R.F. measurements all automatically. It was extremely
interesting work, but, alas, the money is not in the engineering world, or, at least, I did not think so.
When the opportunity arose for me to join E.C.S. Ltd., reluctant as I was at the time, I took the
plunge to find that now I have more varied engineering problems than I could dream of. From
stabilised D.C. power supplies to complex microwave transistors - the field is limitless. One very nice
point is to visit all the leading manufacturers up and down the country.
Our Company is providing an engineering service with its sales. A great deal of experience is going
into this service, experience which I gained in the Corps. I have been allotted the R.F. field to
concentrate on, and in my visits I discuss with the customer technical problems and in doing so I learn
a lot myself.
I also deal with our other products, such as those by SEMITRON, manufacturers of zener diodes,
FET transistors and voltage reference units. SEMITRON sell through us a pamphlet type book
published in very straightforward language, describing the process of FET's and circuit applications it costs 10/6 and is well worth it. (Recommended - Ed.)
BELCLERE. This Company manufactures transformers of all types, mains potted power supplies as
cheap as £3-5-0 each. Transformer kits consisting of bobbin laminations and mounts. The miniature
mains transformers we sell are cheaper than some large stockists prices.
Tantalum capacitors by EMIHUS, infra-red devices by PHILCO FORD, together with microwave
units, diodes, etc., etc.,. PHILCO FORD also have a complete range of TTL, RTL, DTL linear
circuits, such as operational amplifiers. Also broadband amplifiers up to 200 Mhz. In fact, it does not
matter whose make or what type, we are almost certainly in the best position in this country to supply
you with transistors, especially next time you are standing with a local purchase order in your hand
and don't know which way to turn. Next time this happens, telephone us, we have world-wide
contacts on supplies, rather like a stock Exchange, only dealing in transistors.
So, fellows, this is my life as "Mr", looking after the Southern Counties and straying a little North at
times. We welcome small quantity orders, which we deal with promptly.
If any of the subjects I have mentioned are of interest to you, please write to me at :Electronic Component Services (Worcester) Ltd.,
Victoria House,
63-66 Foregate Street
WORCESTER.
Tel. : Worcester 24277 & 26756
or even call if you are in the district.
I shall be writing a couple of simple articles on integrated circuits shortly, and this should
save those who have not yet been frightened to death, like I was when I became, "Mr",!
73 Ray
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SO NEAR AND YET SO FAR - Part II.
(Readers will, no doubt, remember G3NET's first part of SO NEAR, AND YET SO FAR in the last
issue of "Mercury", which dealt with Enlistment, Celebrations, "That" Sergeant, the Thomas Splint,
Unit Cooks, etc. Now read on…..)
Tucked in our little haversacks were our Army issue towels and we were off to the local baths for a
wash down -- and would be back in hours-- by another route. And those Mums did not know that we
were the same bods that had left a while ago. Security was hot!. It was them who told us to put a
quarter of the meat together with a quarter of everything else in each boiler and cook the whole mess
homogeneously. And to throw some flour into it to thicken it. Which they gave us. And we did. The
boys liked it. After the other stuff it wasn't surprising. We saved two of the legs of lamb and spent all
afternoon slicing them up and served it cold with bread for tea. Success again!. In the morning, in tins
drawn from the QM, we fried the bacon on the gas stove. Our fame spread. The Company Officer
came into the Cookhouse after breakfast and said "Good-Ho". And made me an Acting Unpaid Lance
Corporal, saying someone had to carry the can; and I was two months older than Happy!. I kept that
stripe a full five days. Then again disaster. Like this. Being an inventive pair we set out to build an
oven to roast the meat in. We set up two rows of old bricks, some two feet high and four feet apart;
bent each of two old corrugated iron sheets at right-angles length-wise and put them together to form
a long box, like a coffin with no ends. Laid this across the brick walls and lit a fire underneath and
shoved the meat in from the ends on the bacon tins.
It was lamb again. And this is where the lamb comes into the story. You see we forgot two things.
Mutton fat melts when heated, and corrugated iron gets red hot when you light a fire underneath it ---Yes, it all caught fire!!!. We heard a shout and ran out to find black smoke belching out of our box; it
looked like the horns of a great big cow with smoke shooting out of the tips of them; or an oil-burning
car with an exhaust at each end - moving sideways. It was a Sunday and we served Smoked Mutton
and boiled spuds. Not a success. This will never do said the Company Officer when he dropped in on
us, sadly. And gave Happy the stripe. Happy did much better, kept it for two weeks and lost it by
sheer bad luck. As Unit Bugler his job was to sound Reveille. On his trumpet. Now he always held
that his trumpet would not sound-off true unless it was warm. So he kept it in bed with him. At 0550
hours the night picquet would take him a mug of tea, prod him with his boot (we all slept on the floor
of the Hall) and Happy would rise on to his left elbow, reach with his right hand down into the
blankets for the trumpet, and, still on his elbow, sound Reveille, stuff the trumpet back under the
blanket, drink his tea, then follow the trumpet back between the blankets, finally to rise at 0650 or so.
But we had a keen C.O. He liked to visit various Companies at odd hours. He came to us at 0630
one day. And went into the Hall. And saw one man still in bed. He walked gently up to the bundle on
the floor, delicately prodded it with an elegant boot and Happys reaction was automatic. Up on one
elbow, grab the trumpet and sound off. To be fair to the C.O., he did not know our routine, and to say
the least - he was taken aback somewhat!. When Happy came out of his office later that day he was
without the stripe and with 10 days Jankers. And that Sergeant came and told me I had got it back.
There was no-one else to give it to, he said. Still Acting Unpaid.
The final debacle came about a month later. By this time two things of note had happened in our
orbit. The QM had started to issue "pudding" and the white enamel lining of the gas stove grill was
about a quarter of an inch thick with grease. The latter happened to come to our notice quite simply.
We grilled something under there one day and then turned off the gas to let the whole thing cool down
while we did something else, and when we came to extract the grill pan, it was reluctant to move.
Investigation showed that the grill pan had settled into this grease when it was hot, and, now that the
oven was cool, had "set" into it. "Get some soda crystals" said the Mums. We put an indent into the
QM, but it did not come, at least, not for some days.
"Puddings" were no trouble. They were always either Slab cake, Rice, or Prunes. Easy to handle.
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We were experts by now. It was even easier on the days we got no pudding, of course. It was on
such a day that the debacle happened.
Rations turned up after breakfast, the usual stuff - and no pudding. But at least they had sent up the
soda crystals. "What do we do with these?" I asked Happy. He was as wise as me. We thought this out
over our bacon and eggs (the Mums gave us an egg each most days). Happy found the answer.
"However one must use it, it must be designed to dissolve the grease, and as we are busy today, I
suggest we put it on neat. Like spread it over the grease and press it in. It will then probably bubble up
or something and then we can scrape it off". Great thinking. We did this. A little later "that" Sergeant
walked in, routine like, looked around and walked out again. As he went out through the door he said
"I see we have Tapioca for pudding today. Be a nice change for the boys". And out he went. "What"
said Happy looking at me "the Hell is Tapioca?". "Dunno" I said" but I seem to recall it as a slimy
type of rice". "Where is it, than" he says "It wasn't in with the rations". Then in walked our second
visitor. A runner from the QM with two small boxes. "Your Soda" he says, and walks out. "B----y
Hell" says Happy "scrape the stuff from under there before anybody else comes!". We got it out OK
but it was not the pristine white it went in. "Well" said Happy "It'll brown when we cook it anyway so
what's the odds?". True. And there was no reason for us to partake of it!. The next problem was how
to cook it. The Mums was out shopping. "We'll do it like rice" I opined. But all our dixies were in
use. So we put it in the deepest flat tin we had, poured some water on, and put it under the grill. And
got on with the rest of the dinner. As soon as this was done we withdrew the grill pan. Good cooks
never panic (they say) --- We did! --- the water had all gone and the stuff had swollen up and hung
over the side of the pan.
In colour it was a sort of brown - sort of - and it would not come out the darned pan. It had set
something like cake -- Cattle Cake!!!. It took us quite a while, banging on the bottom of the pan,
before it fell out on to the table. It lay there gently quivering and steaming; the texture as unusual as
the colour.
"It looks" said Happy "like a wet doormat steaming in the sun!"
It felt like one too, when we picked it up. Happy was at one end and |I was at the other. "Pull" he said.
I did. Nothing happened. "Pull harder". I did. It stretched. That was when the Orderly Officer came
in. With "that" Sergeant.
"What" he said with a pause "is that?". "Tapioca, Serg." said Happy. "Good Lord, put it outside before
it starts to fly" said the O.O.. We did. Then he started to fly --- at us!. "Cooks?" he said. And again
"Cooks?, you'll kill the whole Company. You are saboteurs, Cooks?, now I know why they say what
they say about cooks!. Sergeant, get a detail to take that thing to the Orderly Room as evidence. And
tell them to be careful, it may be dangerous. put a red flag on it, or something". And he stuck us both
on a Fizzer.
And that was it. Someone decided that we would be better off (and they would) if we were in
another part of the Army. Somewhere far away. From them. And each other.
And so it came to pass that Happy and I went our separate ways. I saw him just once after we split
up. By pure chance. In the Western Desert. He was heading towards Tobruk with 7th Armoured Div.
And when he saw me he laughed his head off. I was on a stretcher -- wearing a Thomas splint!!! He
had his two up by then. Substantive. He never made his third - or the end of the War. I don't know if
he went to Heaven, or the other place, but wherever he is I'll bet he is still laughing. Probably at me!.
I met "that" Sergeant just once again, too. In the 26th General in Cairo. He was Ward Sergeant. But
I was OK -- my Thomas splint was on!!.
I never made the Royal Signals. My last Service days were in the R.A. Heavy A.A. After the War
the boys from the 48th formed a motor cycle and Display Team. The pyramid. I was in at the start and
rode with them for some years, and that was the nearest I ever got to R. Sigs.
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Until one day, sat in my car, I heard "This is G4RS, Headquarter station of the Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society". So here I am. So near, and yet so far.
There is no claim that the above events are true, or anywhere near it, but they very well could
be.
73 and VA , Lionel G3NET (Any Tea?)
RSARS 433
P.S. I have seen at work, and worked with, a number of different types of Corps, but of them all, the
Medics have the toughest and most thankless job of the lot. Which is probably why Happy and I did
our darndest to get out!!!.
********************************
DO Y0U KNOW..........?
The whereabouts or any news of BILL ROWDEN who was G III Sigs in Karachi, circa 1943/1944
and who used to operate on the Delhi-Rawalpindi-Karachi Net. Any news to GW3ASW, "Pant Villa",
55 Aberdare Road, Cwmbach, Aberdare, Glamorgan.
G3LZE (a non-member) is going great guns on CW. He has got the February 40 w.p.m. test from
G3BZU which is quite something when you consider that he has to take it down on a Braille writing
machine and then transcribe it on to a typewriter. (From RADIAL, Vol. 15, No. 3).
*****************************
QUICK - QUIZ .
Only a short one this time, but still centred on the United States. To the Cowboys and Indians fan,
mention of the LONE STAR state immediately brings TEXAS to mind, to the fancier of racehorses
etc., KENTUCKY is always THE BLUE GRASS State, but what States are represented by the
following nick-names?
1. PELICAN, 2. CORNHUSKER, 3. LAND OF ENCHANTMENT, 4. TARHEEL,
5.
GREAT LAND, 6. SOONER 7. EQUALITY, 8. VOLUNTEER, 9, PINE TREE,
10. SHOW ME.
Answers over the page somewhere
***************************
WORDS OF WISDOM.
The time ; The '30's. The Place : Bulford. The Unit : 3 Div. Sigs. The person : Sergeant Instructor.
The subject : Net Working and Procedures on the No1 Set.
".....and the stability of the M.O. is excellent, and once set NEVER - varies unless you are the
Outstation....."
(You mean that Netting problems existed before the RSARS Net?- Ed)
******************************
MEMBERSHIP LISTS.
A few copies of the 1st June Membership List available still, at a very special price of two
fourpenny stamps. Why the reduced price? - because the duplicating is a little thin (but still readable)
in places and, of course, each day, and each new member makes it just that little more out of date!!!
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POOR MAN'S SIDEBAND.
By G5YN RSARS 40.
This article describes one approach to the provision of Single Sideband. The considerations guiding
the method were that :
a. Funds were strictly limited,
b. It was decided to utilise as much existing equipment as possible,
c. To compensate for the lack of funds, the depth of theoretical knowledge and practical
experience was somewhat greater,
d. A hefty junk box was available.
The needs to go SSB were that :
a. I had been Control Station of a Sunday morning Net on 80 Metres for some years.
The other seven members had equipped themselves with commercial SSB equipment
and I was the only one left using A.M. This was obviously undesirable and antisocial!!.
b. I had a general desire to keep up with modern techniques (the Jones's?).
The equipment on which the scheme was based consisted of :
a. An 80 metre VFO consisted of a 6AG7 Clapp oscillator followed by a 6V6GT buffer
amplifier, the stages being-ganged tuned. The B.A. was link coupled to a coaxial
socket for 72 ohms output (See Fig. 1).
b. An open chassis type of transmitter- consisting of a 6L6 harmonic amplifier, 6146
harmonic amplifier/driver, and push/pull 813's in a Class C final amplifier. The grid
circuits of each of these stages was brought out by link coupling to co-axial sockets
so that any stage could be driven. The final stage was also link coupled to a co-axial
output socket (See Fig. 2).
These two pieces of equipment were not in use, having been replaced by an LG 300
when TV came to the village, but they had been left in position on the bench for old
times sake!!
The answer to my problem was found whilst studying a Heathkit catalogue. The firm had had the
same problem of converting certain AM/CW transmitters to SSB, at the minimum of expense. They
had designed an adaptor using the phasing principle on which they styled their SB 10U. The Adaptor
required the usual heater supplies, 300v HT, a high-impedance audio source, and RF drive at the
operating frequency (approximately 1 watt at 72 ohms input). The output was also at 72 ohms with a
maximum of 10 watts peak at 3⋅5 Mhz, falling off progressively on the higher frequency bands. Either
upper or lower sideband could be chosen.
The old VFO, with some negative temperature coefficient fixed capacitance added to reduce drift,
provided the necessary drive, and my moving coil microphone, with a transistor pre-amplifier instead
of a transformer, provided the audio source.
The output stage of the old transmitter, adjusted to Class AB operation provided a linear amplifier
which could run the maximum permissible power. The plates were supplied with 1⋅8 Kv from a full
wave rectifier using 866's and a choke input filter whilst the screens were held at 750 volts from a full
wave rectifier circuit using a 5R4GY, with a condenser input filter and stabilised by 5 VR 150/30's in
series. The grids were biased by dry batteries so that the standing anode current was 45 ma per valve.
An SB 10U was ordered and severa1 happy evenings were spent assembling it. Setting up its various
adjustments proved relatively easy, and I used audio oscillators for the two tone test,
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which, together with the carrier balance and sideband suppression adjustments, were all viewed on a
Heathkit oscilloscope. If a modern receiver with a highly selective CW position and an 'S' Meter is
available, the sideband suppression adjustment is more simply carried out using this as an indicator.
This adjustment is smooth and holds well, but the carrier suppression adjustment is very critical and is
most easily carried out using the oscilloscope as an indicator. Carrier suppression needs re-adjustment
when changing bands, but it is also advisable to check it daily even if no band change has occurred.
The output from the adaptor was taken to the tuned grid circuit of the linear amplifier via socket S3
(Fig. 2). It was found that the output on 3⋅5 Mhz was enough to drive it just into grid current. There
was no advantage in driving any harder than this, as the increase in output was small. It was also
found that driving the linear any harder made the loading of the SB 10U such that the adaptor became
non-linear, resulting in severe distortion. The output from the linear was taken from S4 through a
standing wave indicator to the A.T.U. and the antenna, a 180ft end fed wire. With a three turn link
coil tightly coupled to L4 the linear could be driven up to about 360 ma. This gave a very satisfactory
output.
The SB 10U gives very pleasant speech quality. The range of frequencies passed is controlled by an
R/C filter in the audio stages. This gives a smooth "roll off" at either end of the audio range compared
with the sharp cut-off of the crystal or mechanical filters used in filter type transmitters. The
characteristic is flat within ½ dB from 500 to 1800 c/s, -3 dB at 320 and 2,500 c/s, -5 dB at 250 and
3,200 c/s and beyond these frequencies falls very rapidly to -25 dB at 98 c/s and 8 kc/s.
One of the controls on the SB 10U is a three position switch marked VOX/STANDBY/ MANUAL.
In the MANUAL position the adaptor is brought into action by closing a relay whose spring set
incorporates auxiliary contacts brought out to terminals at the rear. These can be used for muting the
receiver and operating the aerial change-over relay. The MANUAL position has proved satisfactory
for the Sunday morning Net on which full call-sign and "over" procedure is used.
After a period of satisfactory operation on 3⋅5 Mhz the desire naturally arose to see whether equally
satisfactory results could be obtained on the higher frequencies. To obtain output on these higher
frequencies it will be remembered that a source of drive giving output on the fundamental is required.
Advice was sought from friends at the local Club. The most general opinion was that a mixer type
VFO would be most likely to produce what I wanted.
But I had heard so many horrifying tales of the difficulty of eliminating all the spurious frequencies
from these devices that I decided against this approach. I then remembered a series of articles in the
"Bulletin", on the TESLA or VACKAR oscillator which was stated to have good output and excellent
stability on the High Frequency bands, so I decided to try my hand. (The articles were in the March,
56 and February and March '64 "Bulletins").
For my first effort I used valves which were in the junk box; a 6AG7 for the oscillator, a 6C5
cathode follower and a 5763 output, all working straight through on 14 Mhz. Output and stability
appeared satisfactory, but results "on the air" were negative. Finally, a local report stated that I was
quite unintelligible due to frequency modulation, and this proved to be due to the unscreened linear
pulling the oscillator. I then tuned the 6AG7 to 7 Mhz. The 5763 stage was required to double to 14
Mhz and treble to 21 Mhz, but the output was insufficient to fully drive the SB 10U. So -- back to the
bench and I realised that I must follow the Bulletin article exactly. This meant using an ECF82 as an
oscillator/cathode follower, followed by an EF86 amplifier at the fundamental frequency. (The correct
type should have been a Z77/6AM6, but I happened to have several EF86' s). The output of this
amplifier was ample to drive the 5763 as a doubler/trebler to give enough output on 14 and 21 Mhz to
drive the SB 10U. The final circuit is given at Fig. 3. It was found possible to reduce the HT on the
oscillator to 70 volts and still have ample output.
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THE SHARJAH SAGA or HOW DEREK DID IT.
(Compiled by Ray Webb 046)
It all started way back in Detmold, Germany, during October 1968 when I perused
Orders (an unusual occupation for me!) and saw that a W.O. II was required for service with the
Army Air Corps in Sharjah. Ever keen to serve Queen and Country (and Amateur Radio in particular)
and remembering the Old Saying “One Volunteer being worth 10 pressed men”, a tentative bid was
made for the vacancy.
Imagine my surprise when I heard that I had been accepted – the challenge of being away
from one’s own arm of the Service, the enormous appeal of wearing a Light Blue Beret (there’s
nothing queer about our Derek) and the chance of reactivating MP4TAF indeed, my cup
runneth over!. But this was before I had told the XYL!!!.
So the great day came and in the unprecedented luxury of a BOAC VC-10 I
was
whisked away from the dark and coldness of a winter in G-land and dumped in the comparative heat
of MP4T.
The date was the 13th (No it was NOT a Friday!) and within a few hours of landing an old
GEC BRT 455A Transmitter had been located, comprising PSU, AM Modulator and the P.A. stage.
After a little jiggery pokery and with the help of a 7Mhz “rock” conveniently found nearby, this
“Ancient Modulation” gear was fired up on 20 Metres and MP4TAF was once again in business. A
dipole was quickly slung up and with an R 210 kindly loaned by the local Royal Signals Unit; the
“Sharjah Saga” had started.
Conditions were reasonable and despite the vagaries of the home-made crystal oscillator (with
about 3 Khz drift per over) and the microphone (an earpiece mounted in an empty peanut tin and
padded with foam rubber) contacts were soon made with DL6AA and G4RS. A shout for some more
crystals was quickly met but there was little change in the station over the next few weeks except for
the addition of a Ground Plane and a 2 element Yagi, both for 20 Metres, and both craftily constructed
from the obsequious “F” Section. A dipole for Forty was erected and with the bands brightening up
both 20 and 40 were in use though the frequency restrictions made life somewhat difficult.
By the end of February a second hand Collins 32S1 had been located in Bahrain and quickly
purchased. Things really opened up with the arrival of this transmitter and with the acquisition of an
RA 117 (again with the kind help of the local Signals Unit) the station really began to sing. A Quad
antenna was constructed for 20/15/10 Metres and pushed up to a height of about 35 feet. This proved
a delightful antenna and allowed the various 20 Metre aerials to be taken out of service and space
made for an 80 Metre Dipole. But the signal reports were still poor into ‘G’ and although regular daily
skeds were held with ZC4HS, it was considered advisable to improve the RF output.
Thus the first of a line of “Lees Linears” was conceived. The GEC transmitter PA stage was
revamped pulled back to Class AB1 and fired up. Quite good results were achieved, but the single
813, with 1700 volts on the plate ran extremely hot, and so it was decided to strip it right down,
extract it from the cabinet, and start afresh.
I had played with an old DX-100 whilst in DL-land and used it as a Linear but this was the
first attempt to build from scratch that I had ever made. The G2DAF circuit seemed the most simple
and effective design and away we went. There was some difficulty in getting the correct RF rectifiers
for the screen control voltage but a pair of 6X5’s were used, and the beast drew it’s first breath!. With
the same 1700 Volts PSU the first of my efforts performed well and signals were definitely on the up
and up. Indeed on the next sked ZC4HS Harry was heard to say “Derek, what the Devil have you got
there? You are so strong that your voice has vibrated a tin of cleaning fluid off the top of the speaker –
and the b----y lid was off!!!” This was about the time that various members of the Society were
exhorting Harry to clean up his signal!!! (We will forgive the pun – Ed.)
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Interest had grown locally and some additional gear was purchased for the Club station; A
Johnson Valiant, well modified and with an SSB Adapter, together with a Hammerlund HQ-170
Receiver. This formed an entirely separate station and allowed quite a few RSARS members to work
the Trucial States on the key. The various calls using this station over the next few months were
MP4TCM, MP4TCQ, MP4TCR, MP4TCW and MP4TCX. Of course with the extremely short length
of tour in this station, these calls were activated for a couple of months at the most.
However, MP4TAF still needed more RF and a second 813 was added. The HT Tranny
proved to be very talkative and it only lasted three hours before giving up the ghost!!!. A couple of
days QRP working until an HA 14 and PSU was “found” and quickly pressed into service.
Meanwhile, a massive search was mounted for a replacement HT transformer. After a couple of
weeks a suitable specimen was unearthed with a conventional primary and a secondary marked 18600-1860. It was of remarkable bulk and so heavy it needed two men to lift it!!. "Just the job" thought I
"Plenty of amps, the 813’s should be happy now". The tranny was wired in (no need to secure it – it
just sat there!) but it was soon seen that the amplifier was drawing an appreciable amount more
standing current than had been anticipated. The new PSU with this massive transformer should only
be giving 2Kv, yet the 813’s were decidedly uncomfortable. Signal reports were better, though, and a
few QSO’s with G4RS started me wondering just what was going on. Without a Kv meter I was
assuming that the 1860-0-1860 transformer was only offering 2 Kv but a few words with the "boys in
blue" unearthed a meter that would read 5 Kv on load. Imagine my surprise to find that the new PSU,
on load, was holding at 2·8 Kv. No wonder the 813’s were a bit red in the face!!. (Never did find out
why this was – presumably the transformer should have been marked 2860-0-2860, or something, but
with no suitable AC voltmeter to hand I left well alone, counted my blessings and carried on
regardless.
Band conditions were getting better; Fifteen Metres was booming and a regular net was
forming almost daily on 21,380 nurtured and cursed by Harry ZC4HS. 80 and 40 also were used to
great effect on Saturdays and all-night working was frequently the order of the day. (? – Ed.)
Time was rolling on and the news that G3EKL was to QSY out here came as a pleasant
surprise. I hadn’t seen Ray since 1953 in SU1-land, indeed I hadn’t heard of him until Maurice Caplan
told me in 1967 in no uncertain terms that if I didn’t join RSARS, then Ray would come over to DLland and belt me one (Same old Maurice – same old Ray!! – Ed.). Having pretty vivid memories of
him, I filled in the Application Form poste haste and have since met a remarkable number of old
friends through the Society.
But I digress. The latest G2DAF was perking well and some EY81 rectifiers had been
obtained which further improved the performance of the Linear. Everything seemed fine but an
average of six hours operating each day soon began to tell on my QSL manager, Heinz, DL6AA, and
frantic cries to G3EKL for more QSL cards were quickly met, thanks to Tony, G3WRY and Heinz
was once again in business.
June arrived and the odd bit and piece was being acquired in readiness for the arrival of
MP4TDA. Ray landed early on the 10th and was soon capably filling (well-fillinf!) the shack to such
an extent that operating suffered. Ideal really as the urge to create was upon me once more, and
various projects kept flashing through my fertile mind. Band conditions were dropping off and the
Fifteen Metre Net was beginning to prove difficult.
I was honoured with a visit from the Vice-Chief of the General Staff on the 13th (Yes it was
Friday) and found him a very interested listener. Fifteen Metres just fell flat but, Luckily, Nick
Henwood, 5Z4LS turned up out of the blue and was happily explaining who and where he was just at
the right moment. The visit also assisted me in finding all sorts of things that had been lost/mislaid
over the previous months of hectic building and preparation. I thoroughly recommend a good sort out
every so often!!!
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The next calendar event was the “Old Comrades Reunion” at the end of the month and remembering
the difficulties experienced on the HF bands the previous year I decided to drive the existing pair of
813’s with the HA 14 just to make sure that the home brew linear was really doing its stuff. But this
didn’t seem to make much difference so it was back to the drawing board and the fourth in line was
conceived.
As soon as Ray saw this beauty he dubbed it “The Leese Lethal Linear” I don’t know why he was so
rude, nobody ever came to any harm with any of these amplifiers, although I must admit there was a
tight moment when the VCGS was just stopped from putting his sweaty elbow on the tank coil!!. We
also nearly lost the official photographer, who particularly keen to get some action photos, was
suddenly seen to be clambering over the naked main HT PSU. Thank goodness he was wearing Desert
Boots with thick rubber soles and not Flip-Flops. But back to the last of the line.
This was my final fling, my last bid to make sure that all RSARS members would at least be able to
hear me. With a flourish of Workshop activity during the weekend preceding the Old Comrades
Weekend, with much chassis hacking and banging, Mk IV was born – and what a beauty!. Using the
same PSU as the previous beast, and with a pair of 4-400’s nestling quietly behind the front panel, I
again followed the G2DAF circuit. Meters had to be recalibrated, and the SWR bridge had to be
repaired as the load resistor couldn’t cope, but did she go!!. As docile as a baby on all bands Eighty
through to Fifteen and as potent as a sailor at home after years at sea!. By an unfortunate coincidence
there was an acute water shortage in Camp just after I finished Mk IV, but despite insinuations from
MP4TDA, this was not due to my having to water-cool the new baby. I will concede though that Ray
had to replace his Fifteen Metre RX Aerial coil, as the PVC former melted! (I am authoritatively
informed that the antennas for MP4TAF and MP4TDA are "line of sight" and only 500 yards apart –
Ed.).
By now I could see the end of my tour. A posting order had been received warning me of a
QSY to Catterick in late August where I was to be "resettled" before leaving the Service for the
vagaries of civilian life. So it was agreed to tidy up the station, reduce in bulk where possible, and see
just how compact it could become.
I said, "it was agreed" quite deliberately. Apart from the veiled comments of Ray about
danger to life and limb, MP4TCN, Eric, a young but very enthusiastic RAF Technician, had worked
hand in glove with me since my arrival. He was one of those guys who only had to look at a pile of
junk, and it was transformed into a humming "all go" unit of some sort or other. He was continuously
nudging me to tidy the place up and make it safe, arguing that it wasn’t a very good example to other
constructors who came along. (You see – my shack was in the Unit Hobbies Centre). But I took little
heed. Until Ray started. Quiet remarks such as "You’ll never get that lot home unless you charter a
local Dhow" – "I’m sick and tired of unlocking next door so as to reset the mains fuse trip because
you won’t let the Mercury Vapours warm up" – "Why don’t you improve your signals by resonating
the Quad instead of relying on brute force? " and "Have you considered what your electricity bill will
be if you run this lot back in G-land? ". The final straw was when Ray found me in the shack having
fallen asleep over the rig – the awful truth suddenly dawned – what would have happened if I had
slipped over on to the naked PSU? Fried Derek? More likely a goner!. So I capitulated and started on
a systematic tidying up process. The Linear sprouted new meters, the plate current meter was
transferred from the plate circuit to the cathode; the PSU sported a voltmeter on it’s front panel and a
thermal delay device was fitted to give the rectifiers a fair chance. Even the main H.T. tranny got
bolted to the chassis!. The PSU for the Collins 32S1 was reduced in size eight fold and hidden quietly
behind the exciter. The SWR bridge was thrown out and a compact double meter unit constructed,
reading "Fore" and "Aft" simultaneously. What a transformation!!!. If I hadn’t been there all the time
I would never have believed it to have been the same installation.
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Then to the Quad. The weather was unbearably hot and my time quickly running out. But I was
extremely interested to see just how effective the Quad could be with the 32S1 running "barefoot".
Ray had flung a V-Beam up and comparison checks were being made between each station. But the
difference in power had previously given me an unfair advantage. With the station face-lift had come
the facility of running the 32S1 "barefoot" at the throw of a switch so an opportunity of a direct
comparison between the Quad and TDA’s V-Beam became a feasible operation.
We decided (TCN and I) to have a bash one weekday afternoon, and asked "the anchor man"
to assist (TDA had been dubbed "the anchor man" – one look at him tells you why!!). Things didn’t
go quite to plan. The stubs were carefully made up and carried aloft to the top of the tower and then
the rather tricky job of lowering the Quad was attempted. TCN and I were up the tower (there just
wasn’t room for our "anchor man") and we commenced to lift the aerial sufficiently to clear the bolt
on which it rotated. We had done this numerous times before without any trouble, but this time the
aerial took charge and despite the frantic efforts of TCN and I to counterbalance the weight of the
Quad we just couldn’t stop it from slowly and gracefully falling over, until it lay, side on, across an
adjacent roof. So there we were, some 20 feet in the air straddling a 2" G.I. waterpipe and only
wearing a pair of brief shorts – a somewhat hazardous position!!. We had to stay there else the weight
of the aerial would have broken the various wires, causing more work.
At ground level, TDA surveyed the situation and amidst hearty belly laughs, suggested that
TCN might like an audition for the next Peter Pan pantomime. He retorted quickly that he would be
delighted provided that TDA applied for a suitable role in "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves". Honours
even, the task of restoring a degree of equilibrium was attempted and I was more than glad that we
had asked our anchorman to come along. A couple of well-placed five-foot mast sections together
with a few hearty grunts and heaves, and we were relieved of our perilous plight and the Quad once
again stood erect and proud.
A careful examination of the aerial showed no material damage as the bamboo cross-members had
luckily bent with the weight instead of stretching or breaking the wires. So the task of tuning
commenced. TDA passed up a large soldering iron on the end of an extension lead and the stubs were
connected. TCN was a little too enthusiastic in tinning the joints and I was scarred for a couple of
weeks as a result of the molten solder flipped frivolously here and there, but progress was made. With
power on (we didn’t boast a GDO!) the stubs were adjusted, the SWR greatly reduced, and the front
to back ratio improved considerably, so much so, that later that day, 9M2DQ and 9M2GF were hardly
audible on the back of the beam. The forward gain wasn’t improved much but there was far less heat
dissipated in the shack and that was certainly a boon. But we won’t talk about the comparison of
antennas!!!.
My final fling was to be a Top Band Session over the July "Activity" weekend. A Top Band
Dipole was erected; side on to "G" and the Johnson Valiant pulled down from 20 Metres. I had had
one go earlier in the year when conditions were more favourable but various "G’s" had asked me for a
repeat performance and despite the bad time of year I decided to give it a whirl. Things didn’t work
out too well and during a six-hour stint on the night of 26/27 July only two stations were contacted.
However, it was obvious that a path existed even during the summer months, as I was getting frequent
559 reports but the pile-up towards me was so frightening it just couldn’t be sorted out. "G" signals
disappeared within minutes of dawn breaking here, but it was decided to have another session the
following weekend. This proved even worse than before as heavy QRN in G-land made my signals
unreadable. All rather frustrating.
During this period a TA-33 Junior beam that I had ordered in early June arrived. It was
quickly assembled and mounted on a nearby roof, astride a barstool. The results were very promising
indeed and the signal reports being received made the Quad antenna look sick. Without a doubt, the
beam was "a good ‘un" and it will help me considerably at my next QTH.
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And that was really the climax to my stay. Regrettably, in my last month, a series of exercises took
me out of camp far more than I had wished, and due to this and the chore of packing up, MP4TAF
reverted to spasmodic operation over the Club equipment. I thoroughly enjoyed it all and managed to
contact enough RSARS members to submit a claim for the Special Award (although the 10% CW bit
caused me some sweat!). At the time of writing I don’t know whether my claim has been accepted by
the eagle eye of our Awards Manager, Ron Cox!!.
To all members who persevered with me, Thank you, and particular thanks to you, Harry,
ZC4HS, Bert, G3XSN and Heinz, DL6AA.
Just where I’ll pop up next is in the lap of the Gods. I leave the sheltered cloisters of the Services in
the very near future and then – who knows???. I’ll probably turn up as G3RKN (running strictly to
license conditions, of course!), or possibly another overseas call.
Until then, good luck and plenty of DX to you all,
73 de Derek.

*****************************
DO YOU KNOW..........?
If it was late hours spent DXing that caused PA0XKH to come second in a recent Old Soldiers
Race???
DID YOU KNOW..........?
The first U.S.A. - Japan QSO on 160 Metres took place on November 12 1964 between W6GTI and
JA6AK on CW?
That member No. 544, David, GI3JEX made CW WPX No. 450 way back in 1963?.
That, as from October 1st, the address for all amateur and model control licenses is : MINISTRY OF
POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND RADIO-REGULATORY DEPARTMENT,
RADIO REGULATORY DIVISION, AMATEUR AND SPECIAL LICENSING DIVISION, WATERLOO BRIDGE
HOUSE, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, S.E.1. To quote the Editor of "W.W." - "What an opportunity for
a coded address !"
******************************
FREE GIFT!!!
In view of the fact that all Annual Membership is renewable on 1st January each year (Rule 9) Annual
members joining after 1st September will be granted the remainder of the current year FREE.
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THE RSARS AND ARMS RALLY AT BLANDFORD.
(The following report was written by a member of both Societies - G3BID/M who gave considerable
support and help in the organising of the Blandford Rally - Ed).
We had been warned that this Rally would be different. On arrival in the Car Park one saw an
Electric Invalid Carriage, like an old fashioned Bath Chair, fully equipped for Top Band Mobile
operation. A look at the "Talk-in" stations Log showed that this "vehicle" had been 5 and 8 from near
Poole.
No, this was not a handicapped cripple who had come to the Rally. It was G3TJY/M trying out the
possibilities of an invalid chair (electrically propelled) as a mobile vehicle. G3TJY is very interested
in helping disabled people to enjoy Amateur radio and has recently got G3YNZ licensed and has got
him operational on Top Band. He is now collecting to get him on the air on the H.F. Bands. (See
separate letter elsewhere - Ed.) G3YNZ is permanently bedridden.
The Rally was officially opened by Brigadier Brett OBE who was an erstwhile Commandant of the
School of Signals. After a short speech of welcome by Brigadier Brett, it was suggested by G3DPS
who had been responsible for all the arrangements, that we should all get into our cars and he would
lead us to the Royal Signals Museum. This we had understood was to be the main feature of the Rally.
The Museum is certainly fascinating to anyone interested in communications. Here is some of the
old telegraph equipment from the 1880's. Some from the Boer War, some used in various campaigns
in India and elsewhere. There were Perforators from the turn of the century. I did not know they had
Perforators then!. There was a picture of a plough used for burying cable in the Crimea War. From
these beginnings the whole history of communications is traced to the present day, including the First
World War wireless equipment, flags, heliographs, pigeons, shutters, the Fullerphone, right through
the Second World War with all the various types of equipment, both British and American, including
the famous 9 Set, 11 Set, 19 Set, 22 set to the BC 610 and right up to the Multichannel VHF set used
by Monty at Luneberger Heide.
Interspersed with the equipment are uniforms and trophies of all periods, which add colour to the
whole display, including a Russian flag, exchanged as a gesture of friendship when the British and
Russian forces met in Germany.
There is also a copy of Voelkischer Beobachter (complete with Nazi swastika) describing the
beginning of the Allied landings in Normandy, brought home by a POW. Perhaps the most interesting
exhibit from the Mobileers point of view is the first Army Mobile of 1932. An Austin 7 of those days
(open tourer) fitted with a No. 1 Set, working into a vertical antenna, with a liberal capacity hat at the
top. This is stayed to various points on the vehicle. Apparently this was not a "one off" experimenta1
vehicle, but a current model, as there is a photograph of a number of these during a parade, inspected
by King George V in 1935.
From the Museum Car Park we walked across to the Receiver Site. G3DPS, by the way, is
responsible for all the receivers.
Here we saw various advanced receivers - Double Diversity and Triple Diversity which G3DPS
explained in detail.
Next to the Receiver Room is the System Control. This complex system enables the Controller to
sample every circuit and satisfy himself whether the circuit characteristics are adequate for
communication. This includes taking into account such factors as QSB, QRN, QRM etc., and on the
strength of this information to decide whether it is necessary to change frequency or mode of
transmission, since the equipment can handle CW, FSK, AM, SSB, TSB and DSB etc.
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In this same room is the ED & C (Error Detection and Correction). This is a very complex piece of
equipment which monitors RTTY traffic and halts it as soon as an error occurs. Having stored the last
part of the message it is able to repeat it to get it across correctly, after several attempts it lights a
lamp and rings a bell. To enable this complex error detector to operate, it is necessary to convert the
normal five digit RTTY code to seven digit code and back again. We were now beginning to
understand why the numbers had to be restricted to a relatively small number. We could neither have
enjoyed the Museum, nor seen the Receiver Site if there had been many hundreds of visitors. From
there we drove to the Transmitter Site. We were told that, unfortunately, the largest transmitter had
been removed the week before, and the largest available was about
4 KW.
This was impressive by the ease of maintenance achieved by a Rack and Panel system whereby the
Transmitter rolled forward out of its rack and the side panels were removed with a special key for
inspection and maintenance. The co-ax, too, is interesting, consisting as it did of about 3" tube as the
outer conductor. There followed an explanation of a Phase Locked Oscillator. Though obviously a
number of visitors were clearly conversant with this system, not everyone present was able to follow
this.
From a Mobile point of view the most interesting feature at this Site was an American aircraft
transceiver (now adapted to mobile ground use - Ed.) mounted in a Land Rover, to which an
automatic antenna matching device had been added. This will match any antenna from a yard of wire
to 200 feet of wire to the transceiver on any frequency from 2 Mhz to 30 Mhz. This took 38 seconds
at the longest. It appeared to be used normally with a 14 or 16 feet whip.
Unfortunately, the automatic tuning system uses 50 Amps at 24 Volts. Not very practical for the
average amateur, even if only for 38 seconds at each change of frequency. (The whole Transceiver is
automatically tuned, the operator setting the frequency on a digital read-out dial, pressing the button,
and Hey Presto - Ed.).
However, there is obviously food for thought here. Could not a simpler version, with less wide
excursion in type of antenna and a smaller frequency range be made more in terms of Amateur
practice. DL6UH has devised an automatic tuning device for 80 Metres, for small excursions of
frequency within the 80 Metre Band, described in "Mobile News" last year. By this time I wanted a
cup of tea and some food. A variety of sandwiches and tea had been laid on in the Dining Hall at very
reasonable prices so we assembled in the Dining Hall, but not before we had seen a demonstration by
two Policewomen of the Radar Speed Check System in the Car Park.
At tea too we realised why the numbers had had to be restricted to a small attendance - We were
able to sit comfortably in the Dining Hall, and enjoy our Tea and inspect the Trade Stands at our
leisure. There was no need to queue for one's tea even.
G3BID.
******************************
DID YOU KNOW..........?
A trophy resides in a steel and glass cabinet at ARRL Headquarters in Connecticut. It is to be
presented to the first radio amateur who establishes two-way contact with the Planet Mars.
Owen K. Garriott, W5LFL was selected for training under the U.S. Apollo Space Programme in
1965 and may be one of the future U.S. Lunar scientists. (Both from Aug. '65 CQ)

******************************
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JOHN BAKEWELL - G3YNZ.
(The following letter is reproduced, as received from David Jolly G3TJY, for the information of all
members. David supported us very well at the recent Rally, and spends a lot of time helping people
less fortunate than ourselves. If any member feels that he might be able to help David in this very
worthy cause, would they please contact David direct at the address given - Ed.).
From : David Jolly, Little Russel, Lytchett Minster, Poole, Dorset.
Dear Jack
John Bakewell - G3YNZ
John has just been issued with the above call-sign after passing the City and Guilds Radio Amateurs
Examination and the GPO Morse Test. This is no mean feat for someone with his disability and also
reflects great credit on his wife
The object of this letter is to raise funds to buy suitable equipment for him. Fortunately, the "M &
G" transceiver, a good and easily operated set, is made in Bournemouth, and the firm has offered to
convert it's controls without charge.
John is 28 with a son, David, aged 4. He was a promising yacht skipper, had a road accident some
years ago, broke his neck, and has been almost completely paralysed ever since, with no hope of
recovery. He has just enough movement in one arm to work levers, and Amateur Radio is giving him
new horizons. He hopes to join the Radio Amateurs Emergency Network since he can maintain a 24
hours watch if necessary.
Any money you feel you can spare towards his equipment please send to me at the above address.
The Bakewells live at 23 Huntick Estate, Lytchett Matravers, Near Poole (Nat Grid Ref. 9487953),
near the Rose and Crown at the crossroads. Do drop in, even for a few minutes if you are nearby.
Rozalia is very much tied to the house so wives are welcome too.
I wonder if any of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society members could help in this sad case?
Yours Sincerely
(Signed) David Jolly G3TJY.
******************************
ASSIST-THE-POSTMASTER-GENERAL-SECTION.
With the increase in the number of Postal Zone Codes with the intention of speeding the mails, all
members who have been allotted one of these additions to their address are asked to let the General
Secretary know as soon as possible. At present, less than 25 addresses held at HQ have a Postal Code
Suffix.
******************************
STAMPS * STAMPS * STAMPS.
Don't forget that the Radio Amateur Invalid and Bedfast Club still requires your used British and
Foreign stamps. Tear stamps off old envelopes (leaving a portion of the envelope attached) and pop
them in with your next letter to the Treasurer, Gen. Secretary, Editor or G4RS. Better still, put them in
with next article for "Mercury".
******************************
10/- FREE !!!
Don't forget, also, that, as from September 1st 1969 and until 31st December 1970 any Annual
Member can earn one years free membership, and any Life Member 10 shillings worth of QSL cards,
merely by introducing 10 new members. The aim is 1,000 members by the end of 1970 and
Application Forms are available for the asking from the Gen. Sec. Endorse Application Forms "
Introduced by ..........". Good luck!.
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GOOD DESIGN PRACTICE - PART II.
(Contd from Summer 1969)
Thermal.
1. Limit heat dissipation in equipment by choice of efficient parts (semi-conductor devices instead
of electron tubes) and circuits ( Class B or Class C instead of Class A).
2. Use parts which have maximum thermal operating range and minimum temperature sensitivity.
3. Keep parts cool by effective therma1 design. Locate parts for best heat dissipation and isolate
sensitive parts from heat sources.
4. Use conductive heat transfer to lower surface temperature of high power density devices such as
tubes, power handling resistors, transformers and small motors.
5. Choose the equipment cooling method according to the unit: When less than 0∙25 watt per square
inch, natural cooling should be used. (Free conduction, convection, radiation.). For more than
0∙25 watts per square inch, but less than 2 watts per square inch, forced air cooling should be
used. When over 2 watts per square inch, indirect liquid cooling should be used with metallic
conduction paths from the heat sources to the liquid coolant.
6. Arrange hot parts to form a bank of minimum height. If vertical stacking is necessary, the parts
should be staggered.
7. Place temperature-sensitive parts below (or isolated from) heat sources.
Forced Air Cooling.
1. Design equipment so that forced air is in a direction to aid natural convection.
2. Direct cool, clean air on hot spots.
3. Cool hot spots with parallel air flow. Do not use "second-hand" air for cooling if at all possible. If
"second-hand" or series flow air must be used, the sequence of air passage over cooled parts must
be carefully planned so that sensitive parts or parts with low maximum permissible operating
temperatures are cooled first, and so that in every case the coolant, has sufficient thermal capacity
to maintain required part temperatures.
4. Air flow in equipment should be measured and mapped with smoke. Insure that power tubes have
required air flow.
5. Isolate intake port from exhaust.
6. Choose a blower of adequate capacity and cool the blower motor.
7. Provide protection against equipment damage in case of a blower failure. One simple method for
amateur equipment is a micro-switch controlling plate voltage attached to an aluminium vane in
the air flow path. Of course, a thermal relay can also be used.
Maintenance.
1. In mounting parts, keep ease of maintenance in mind. Provide access to both sides of the chassis.
Leave sufficient room to remove and replace parts.
2. Use care in mounting miniature parts. Their smallness often influences the designer to mount
them in ways which makes maintenance difficult.
3. Place fixed guide marks on equipment if pre-setting of controls is required for a standard
maintenance operation.
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4. All chassis should be completely removable from the enclosure without extensive disassembly.
5. Design equipment to permit thorough visual inspection of all parts so that obvious failures such as
open tube heaters, burned resistors, leaking capacitors, and broken wires can be located quickly.
6. Connectors mounted on the rear of the front panel and on the chassis rear apron must be available
for test and service.
7. Make overload protective devices (fuses, circuit breakers, etc.) available from the front panel, if
possible.
8. Localise circuit parts and subsystems to the maximum extent consistent with good electrical and
mechanical design.
9. Whenever possible eliminate need for maintenance adjustments by use of stable parts and tolerant
circuit designs. Never use adjustable parts where part values need not change during the life of the
equipment.
10. When soldering wires (including part leads) to terminals, do NOT wrap wires round terminals
more than is necessary to retain part during the soldering operation. Under no circumstances
should this wrap exceed 90 degrees. This is in direct opposition to what was formally taught. Just
a few years ago a strong mechanical connection was considered necessary before soldering, but
modern solder is much stronger that it used to be. How many components have you ruined while
trying to unwrap and unsolder them at the same time?
11. Leave a lead extension of about 1/16th inch beyond the terminal, and do not mount more than
three wires on one terminal. This extension is to grasp with long-nosed pliers when unsoldering,
and is often called a "courtesy lead".
12. Use captive fasteners where there is a danger of parts being dropped into assemblies.
13. Use quick opening fasteners for equipments which must be serviced frequently; however, do not
use quarter-turn fasteners for structural applications such as panel fasteners which secure a chassis
in the enclosure.
14. Minimise the need for special tools.
15. Mount terminal strips or connectors to be accessible from the front of the equipment when
opened.
16. Lamp holders should be of the lock type and permit lamp replacement from the front.
17. Provide 10% spare terminals (at least 2) on terminal strips and connectors. There are always
additions and changes to be made.
Part Consideration.
1. Where maximum tube life is desired, limit maximum envelope temperature of soft glass tubes to
100º C.
2. Provide metallic contact with at least 50% of the envelope surface area in the plate region, and
should have low resistance in any joint between the shield and the mounting surface. "Hams"
have been using such shields with great success for several years. While a bit more expensive,
they greatly lengthen tube life.
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3. Semiconductor devices are particularly temperature sensitive, and thermal designs for them are
critical. Extreme care should be taken, by measurement, if in doubt, to never exceed maximum
recommended maximum junction temperatures under any condition.
4. All power handling semiconductors should be mounted on metallic conduction members or sinks.
Where electrical insulation is required it must not produce unsound thermal designs.
Visual Display.
1. Visual indicators should be mounted as nearly perpendicular to the line of sight as possible.
2. Numerals and letters should be simple in design. Avoid extra flourishes.
3. Scale graduation should not be finer than necessary within the accuracy of the instrument itself.
4. Instrument pointers should be designed to reduce parallax. They should not overlap numerals or
indices.
5. Utilise similar numbering and scale progressions for dials on the same panels.
6. Use scale breakdown of Units, Fives or Tens where possible. Avoid irregular scale breakdowns.
7. For multi-revolution dials, orient the zero position at 12 o' clock.
8. Controls should be marked to indicate direction of operation.
9. For dials which have a finite scale, provide a definite scale break between the end of the scale and
the zero position.
10. Utilise maximum contrast between the colour of dial or scale markings and the background of the
dial.
11. Select counter types in which the numbers "snap" into place.
12. An upward movement of a counter should indicate a numerical increase.
13. Avoid fractions or decimals on dial scales where possible.
14. Select counters which read from left to right.
15. Warning indicators should be located as close as possible to parts of the equipment to which they
apply.
16. Critical warning lights should be isolated from other lights to be most effective.
17. Provide even illumination of all parts of a dial including the pointer.
18. In dial scale design, the fixed scale with moving pointer is preferred over the fixed index/moving
scale design.
19. When multiple scales are involved on one dial or instrument, provide positive identification of the
scale in use.
20. The opening for open-window dial display should permit viewing of at least two numbers.
Controls.
1. Often-used controls should be placed somewhere between elbow and shoulder height.
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2. Controls and indicators that are only used occasionally should be mounted behind access doors.
Adjustment should be by means of knobs.
3. Controls and indicators that are infrequently required should be available only when the
equipment is open for maintenance. Such controls should be screwdriver adjusted.
4. Control movement should be in the "expected" direction; that is, increases should be caused by
movement to the right or upward.
5. Adjustments type knobs should be no more than 2 inches in diameter and should be used for very
light torque's.
6. Round knobs should be used for controls requiring smooth continuous movement. Bar or pointertype knobs should be used for detent-type switching .
7. Control actions should be positive without being sticky or stiff.
8. Keep number of operator controls and indicators to a minimum.
Panel layout.
1. Panel layout should be as functionally simple as possible.
2. Provide clear legible labels. Use standard abbreviations. Provide illumination where necessary
and be consistent in placing labels either above or below controls or meters.
3. Avoid glossy surfaces or highly polished metals.
4. Do not place cable entrances on front panels.
If some of the above seem over strict, just compare it with military equipment. Some is designed to
operate between -54° to + 65° C; to withstand 95% relative humidity, to operate in winds of 75 knots,
and with an ice load of 4∙5lbs per square foot. Some of our equipment, by comparison, has trouble
operating correctly for any length of time at room temperature on the ham shack desk.
The writer hopes that it is now obvious that the use of good design practice has many benefits.
Home designed equipment, or even equipment built from somebody else's design, can look better, run
cooler and have less breakdowns. As modern amateur equipment becomes more and more complex,
we should all try to modernise our design practices and keep the quality of our equipment as high as
possible.
W1VIV
******************************
HEARD ON THE NET.
G4RS
G9XX
G9XX
G4RS
interest

:
:
:
:

G4RS :
G4RS :
G9XX :
G4RS :
ZB2XX :
G9XX :
G4RS :
got a

"There's a printer on the frequency"
"Hang on a minute, Jack, I think it's Tony, G3WRY"
"Sorry I'm late on the Net. Been working late"
"Congratulations on working L8. Don't see it in the list but sure it will be of
to somebody. Give us the details"
"Stand by the breakers. The name here is Canute, C-Charlie, A-Alpha ......." .
"Believe there's someone in there using AM"
"Shouldn't be, after all, it's well past noon"
"Can you move up a Kc or two, OM?"
"Sorry, OM, I'm rock-bound"
"Freezing up here tonight, Jack. Reckon the mercury has dropped through the
bottom of the thermometer"
"Roger, but some QRM. Understand that you have lost your "Mercury". Have
few spare copies so will send you one up. Any more breakers?"

(The Editor of "S.W.M." was, or is, troubled by a character signing G9BF - and I used to laugh!!.
How this gets into the copy for the printer, I don't know. If only I knew where it came from!! - Ed.)
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NETWORDS No. 2 - Contd.
25.
An orderly arrangement otherwise generally associated with 15 Across. (5)
27.
They have it from birth and usually require little training. (8)
29.
When the Net starts, someone is bound to! (9)
30.
With 5 a familiar figure on the Net.(5)
31. Crudely, a place of rest for the chickens. Perhaps "foul" deeds would be involved in the transfer of
ownership of this. (1-5)
32. To proceed with this is to loose no time. (3-5)
CLUES DOWN
1. Please him and he will reward you with a wry smile. (4)
2. An oddly assorted lot, generally inedible. (5-4)
3. Presses from all sides. Sounds more like our spare receivers. (6)
4. Sounds like we need a little room to erect this type of Quad. (7)
6. We hope that the other chaps S-meter will this S9 plus ninety-nine, Hi Hi. Sorry, Alf. (8)
7. This is plural in Blandford. (5)
8. A good description of a Net as we know it. (5-5)
9. If he had a ticket it would probably be for SU1. (6)
14. If we have a contact we generally accept the this to send a card. (10)
17. Two of these might be expected to produce a Panda Cub. (3)
18. Could these be used to form a closed circuit? Generally favoured by the old timers for feeding.
What no teeth? (4-5)
19. Used to conceal fifteen pairs of feet. (3-5)
21. Is this diode included in London Transport's Tube List? (6)
22. GM's might regard something made from this as a piece of cake. (7)
24. A war-time ally and still of immense help to the members. Oddly enough, and unlike the Foreman,
if you displease him, he won't give you your cards. (6)
26. A proportion. In one respect we are very much concerned with this. (5)
28. Doubtful if you could hitch your antenna to the family version of this. (4)
********************************
QUICK-QUIZ - Answers.
The states listed are :
Pelican = LOUISIANA,
Cornhusker = NEBRASKA,
Land of Enchantment = NEW
MEXICO, Tarheel = NORTH CAROLINA,
Great Land = ALASKA,
Sooner = OKLAHOMA,
Equality = WYOMING,
Volunteer = TENNESSEE,
Pine Tree = MAINE,
Show me = MISSOURI.
What do you mean - you didn't know???
**********************************
DO YOU KNOW..........?
Any details of the present whereabouts, etc., of "Taffy" who used to operate SU1FX or SU1RS
around 1952 - 1954. Details G3SKJ - QTHR.
Any details regarding a Foreman of Signals Doyne Barry who was posted to BA0R as a Lt. (TMO) in
1946?. Details to G3BZ0, Member 639, M. Brown, Hadlow House, 45 Parkhurst Road, Horley,
Surrey.
Any details about the "Golf Bag" Aerial (Govt. surplus). G3CCD, G.H Cox, of 89 Hartington Road,
Chiswick, W.4. would like to know .
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POST BAG *** POST BAG *** POST BAG *** POST BAG *** POST BAG *** POST BAG
To everyone who has written since the last Post Bag - many thanks for your interesting comments,
criticisms, suggestions etc. A few of these letters are mentioned below - Ed.
G3EYD - Very interesting letter, Ted. Request elsewhere regarding "Darky" Hoar and Fred Chitty,
also 47th Division (London) T.A. and 140th Brigade R.E. Signal Section.
G3NOB - Cancel comment in last "Mercury", Rita, regarding your nil return. Didn't realise you had
been away on holiday. Hope it was a good time all round.
WA6CEB - Tnx for the Aerogramme, John. Hope the trip to the U.K. in Sept. goes off all OK and
hope that you could drop in.
G2KK - Thanks for the letters and enclosures, Ken, and very glad to see you at the Rally. Hope the
trip home went well.
G3WPW - As you will now know, Walter, you are "in" again. Sorry about the omission of the callsign, but all duly rectified. Nice to hear you on the Net.
101 - Hope that the request for news of 6 Special Wireless Section (Type A) and ex-members of 12th
and 14th Army Group bore fruit from the last "Mercury" Peter. Tnx for letter and cash.
G2FHF - Tnx for the letter and cash OM. Hope to hear you on the bands.
GW3ASW - Your interesting letter, Cyril, to hand. Like your description of A.M. - "almost as archaic
as Shutter, D3 and Sounder". Welcome back to the bands after your long absence, and, in particular,
to the Net.
481 - Nice to hear from you Gordon. Hope that the two addresses for the direct reports produced
cards.
548 - Change of address duly noted. Hope the Receiver was in one piece when the M.F.O. finally
arrived, John.
GW3POD - Tnx for subs and hope the DL trip went off OK. Haven't heard much of you lately what's happened?
G4CJ - New address on the Records OM, mni tnx.
G3VNX - Hope that the new QTH turns out OK from a "ham" point of view. Hope to see you on the
bands, Tony, but guess Sec/Treas job for No. 9 Sqdn FHC must take up a bit of time.
G3XVO - No news of DL2YU Douglas, but request elsewhere in this issue.
G3ONU - Guess you will be settled at Harrogate now, Des, and we hope to hear you from G3ONU
or, perhaps, G3HKR.
575 - Crossed Warrant received OK John. Keep up the effort with the dots and dashes - we could do
with more 9V1 ticketed members.
G2DPQ - Sorry to hear that you have been under the weather and hope that all is now well again.
Change of house number noted.
G2WQ - Hope that the new equipment has arrived OK Archie, and that the decorating is just about
complete.
159 - Hope that the R.A.E. studies paid off Charles and we can hear a brand new call on the Net
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G2DRT - Sorry to hear that you have had trouble with deliveries from that particular firm. It is
certainly unusual these days to hear of a firm which will NOT supply the goods or refund the money.
I have sent them a registered letter making an official complaint on behalf of the Society but am still
awaiting a reply!!.
G3IQC - Nice to hear from you and see you at the Rally. Many thanks for all your help with the
latter.
G8RF - Thanks for subs, Joe. Wonder if you are active these days?
G3BID - (This should read G3BID, G3BID/M, G3BID/LX/M, ON8BD, G3BID/DL/M, F0RT etc.).
Thanks for the letters, magazines and help with the Rally, Edgar. Hope that the EU trip went off well
and thanks for the RSARS QSO's.
G3DCA - Your donation gratefully received and acknowledged elsewhere, Bill. Hope you like the tie
and thanks for the help re Northern Convention.
9M2DQ - As suggested, mention of RSARS has been made in "Amateur Radio" (VK) and "Break In"
(ZL) regarding eligibility of Commonwealth Signals and ex-Signals types to become members.
Result? - one query from an ex-R.A.A.F. "Ham", but plenty of time yet.
G3JVD - Thanks for the request for Membership Application Forms, Wilf. Trust that I will see them
again all duly filled in!. P.S. Don't forget to mark them "Introduced by G3JVD".
G3XHJ - Nice to hear from you, Wilf, and to meet the XYL and family. Thanks for dropping in here
at Blandford when on holiday.
G3RGF - Tnx for letter, sub., and change of address, Ron. Sorry to hear you didn't make a QSO with
GB3RCS.
G5YN - Your assistance with the Joint Radio Propagation Bureau much appreciated, Evan, also those
FB articles for the "Mercury". Glad you could make the Rally and wish we could have chatted longer.
MP4TDA - Photos First Class, Ray. Proved vary interesting at the Rally but thought you might have
wheedled Ten Bob out of the Vice Chief of the General staff!!.
G3HPJ/G3NOB - hope the holiday went well Tom and Rita. Have vivid memories of operating as
GM3DPS/A from the extreme west coast of the Isle of Skye way back in '61 - the first /A RTTY
station operated from a vehicle, I believe!
VS6AA - Thanks for the picture postcard of the Brunei Royal Barge and the Masjid Omar Ali
Saifuddin Mosque. Happy memories!.
G4PX - Sorry for delay in "Mercury". As you will see by this "Mercury" you are most certainly "back
on the list" so Ray didn't forget - Hi!.
G3BIC - Details as requested in last "Mercury". Hope that you were able to get hold of the bits and
pieces you wanted there, Eric.
G3BWX - Tnx for Application Form etc., Alec, also for the tip re G3SZR.
G5RY - As you will know by now, Dick, you were not, and are not listed as an Absentee.
Acknowledgement of sub in last issue.
G3PMC - Your sub. received OK OM. Hope that more time now available for getting on the bands.
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G2AYQ - Details of the Cornish Award received, Ted and details given elsewhere in this issue. Many
thanks.
G3YEU - Welcome as a member, Barry, and hope that the course goes well.
VK3ET - That's some change of address there, from Mooroolbark in Victoria to Darwin N.T. 0K
about the previous calls, GM3HIK, MD5AJ, SU3GM and YI3GM (OFFICIAL - Hi!)
G3SGH - Hope it was a nice trip to Wales and thanks for looking in at the Rally on the way, John.
G4AH - Sorry to hear about the accident Frank and hope all is now well. Will be listening for that 80
Metre CW/AM during the coming Winter months.
G3YNB - Guess you are now settled in Stockton, Harry, and hope that the QRP SSB is working out
0K.
G2DRT - Regret we didn't manage to work GB3HWS on 6 Sep 69 OM, but hope you now have a
full and interesting Log Book.
MP4TDD - Nice to know that you are active out there in Sharjah, Mike and that Heinz, DL6AA, is
doing the QSL chores for you.
VE3CQH - Thanks for the change of address notice OM. Those Official Change of Address cards are
very handy.
G3PCI - Nice see you at the Rally, Essex, and hope that you can get down again soon.
G3RPL - Your hurried note written at the Rally received all OK OM. Tnx for coming along and hope
that you found the "Mercury" interesting when it did, at last, arrive!.
G3UNK - Welcome home from DL5XG, Wings, and we'll be looking for G3UNK around the bands.
G3UPT - Sorry to hear that the GB3BAS effort didn't come off, David, and hope the enforced
"wanderings" soon end and we can meet on the Net, perhaps.
179 - Sorry about "Mercury" delay, OM, hope all is well there in Eastbourne.
GM6RI - Hope that the QSLs arrived OK and that they will be confirming a lot of DX contacts.
G3COL - Hope that you have ticked off most of the members in the "QSO" and "QSL" columns on
the new List, Henry.
G3XSN - Tnx for the photos and "gen" Bert. That "seegar" certainly sets the scene.
G3WPW - Congrats on the 3rd Class Award, Walter, hope 2nd Class is soon forthcoming.
GM3LWS - Thanks for the letter and various points raised, Ted. Sorry to hear that the Antenna
situation is not all that it could be. A three year wait for planning permission is just about two years
and three hundred and sixty days too long!.
624 - Nice to hear from you and the boys Bill. Keep up the good work with the SWL reports.
G3EJF - Your comments on the Awards Scheme found interesting, Johnny, duly noted. Keep those
key contacts clean.
G3BEC - Thanks for your kind words regarding the Rally and glad you found the Museum
interesting. It is certainly worth seeing, but as you suggest Nobby, one wants to allow plenty of time
for the visit.
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G3OMH - Another Rally visitor who carried away probably the heaviest piece of "junk" possible - a
massive 12V to 230 VAC rotary. When's /P operation, Dennis?
DL5YB - Tnx for the letters and the nice signal on the LF Net. Glad to know the beam works OK - at
least W3RX thinks so!
GM3PIP - Hope the Mobile Rally went off OK on the 5th October, Peter and that you found the "bits
and pieces" useful.
G5PM - How did the trip to Switzerland go OM?. Didn't hear HB9XFE and couldn't get notification
to members in time - Sorry!.
The above represent only a small portion of mail received. To everyone who has written - many
thanks.

(G3DPS)
****************************
DID YOU KNOW..........?
G3YNB is a QRP type. Look for his 12 Watts SSB signals around 3∙720 Mhz. Or AM on 160 or 40.
***************************
AN FL-8 ROUNDUP.
DONALD
L. STONER W6TNS.
(Recently, on the LF Net, Bert, G3XSN, requested information on the FL-8 series of filters. Several
members passed along information regarding where one could find such information. The request
somehow got on to the HF Net where it was heard by Jimmy, 9M2DQ. The result was an Air Mail
letter from Kedah containing a photostat copy of an article which appeared in the July 1962 edition of
"CQ". As the RSARS has a "reprint" agreement with the Editors of "CQ", we publish this information
for the benefit of anyone who may own, or be going to get, one of these FB filters, with due
acknowledgements, and many thanks, to 9M2DQ and "CQ" - Ed.).
The FL-8 has been on the Surplus market for years and offers the amateur an inexpensive method of
obtaining excellent audio selectivity. The following is a "roundup" of previously published material
on the FL-8, all of which can be found in past issues of "CQ").
Anyone who battles the c.w. QRM on 40 Metres, or any other band for that matter, needs a razor
sharp receiver. If you are loaded with loot, a 500 cycle Collins mechanical filter will provide a near
perfect response curve. However, many people couldn't even afford to buy the socket for one. There is
a much simpler and less costly way of achieving good c.w. selectivity, which brings us around to the
FL-8 filter.
There are many ways in which this filter can be used. The FL-8 can be used by itself, can be
cascaded, or the components can be removed to construct other filter configurations.
WHAT IS IT? .
The FL-8 filters were made for aircraft installations and used for separating the range tone signal.
With the switch in the "range" position, the FL-8 passes only frequencies near 1020 cycles. All other
frequencies are rejected. In the "voice" position, frequencies in the vicinity of 1020 cycles are
attenuated when all other audio frequencies are passed. When the switch is placed in the "both"
position, the input and output are connected together, which bypasses the filter. The radio beacon
signals, for which the filter was assigned, consisted of tone modulated c.w. and voice modulation. A
pilot could switch to the "range" position to hear his beam signal without the interference from the
voice modulation. If the voice modulation was required, he could flip the switch and null out the
annoying tone.
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WELCOME - WELCOME - WELCOME.

The following new members have joined us since the publication of the last "Mercury". To all the
following we say a hearty welcome.
606 - R.T.R. Norcross - VS6AF. Had to look twice at this one as the rank said "L.A.C.", but all was
well. VS6AF joined 6 BTR in Nov 56 followed by a stay with 3 TR at Lincoln Sep 58 to Apr 59. Next
came 209 Sig Sqn at Colchester with attachments to East Africa and Cyprus. He next saw service in
Aden from May 63 to Sep 64 with 254 Sig Sqn. After a Resettlement Course at Catterick VS6AF (to
be) became a fully-fledged civilian for one whole year, before emigrating to Australia and joining the
R.A.A.F in Mar 66. Now in Hong Kong.
607 - Alan F. Young - G3YBP. Alan picked up his application form at HQ on a visit. Currently
serving in the Corps, he hails from near Andover, Hants.
608 - Ian J. Parkinson. Ian lives at Leigh in Lancashire and is at present with the T & AVR, in fact
with 59 Signal Squadron (V) whom he visits regularly in Liverpool.
609 - Norman Hales - G2DTO. Another introduction by G8VG (Tnx Bill). Norman is now settled at
(or should I say, tied up alongside?) 4 Westbrook Road, Thornton Heath, in Surrey. Norman saw
service in WW 1 with the 21st London Regiment, and "A" Company, 2nd Battalion of the 1st Surrey
Rifles - "Flag Wagging" as he puts it. In 1919 he became a seagoing R/T Op with such Companies as
the ATL Shipping Company and the C & D Line and served such ships as the SS Maine, SS
Mahopac, etc.
610 - Les Newton - G3YJU. Again, a G8VG introduction. Les, from Aylesbury, Bucks, was a
member of 53 Div. Sigs. in 1936/7, and from 1937 until 1945 served with the Welch Regiment before
joining Royal Signals, with whom he served until 1959. Les, a WO II PSI and Class 1 OWL was also
with Queens University (Belfast) OTC. Welcome to the Society and the Net, Les.
611 - David Beare - G3UPT. Another presently serving member, now stationed in Plymouth. David
has recently been actively engaged with a Special Events GB3 station at the Plymouth Army Show.
612 - Trevor Allison - G3XZT. 9 years service with the Corps as a Special Operator from 1960 to
1969 is all Trevor tells us on the back of his application. However, the front shows that he also held
the call DL5ZX. Now located at Grays in Essex.
613 - Mrs. R.G. Shepherd - G3NOB. Rita, who hails from Bridlington up there in Yorkshire is a very
welcome addition to the membership, both of the Society and the LF Net. A proficient "ham"
operator, her sweet tones on the Net seemed to work wonders and bring out the gentleman in most of
us!!. Rita qualified for membership by service in the A.T.S.
614 - Tom Shepherd - G3HPJ. The surname and the Address are the same as for No. 613, which is not
surprising as it's Rita's OM!. Tom was with the R.A.M.C. throughout WW II and has appeared on the
Net also (with Rita Log-keeping - I wonder if she was detailed or volunteered?). Welcome to you both
as our second OM/XYL licensed pair.
615 - Henry Collins - G3COL. Henry, of Runcorn, Cheshire has an interesting history. To quote direct
from the membership application form "In 1915 joined Royal Engineers (Signal Service) through
medium of Regent Street Polytechnic (being only 17). Studied all phases of that Service and passed
out as qualified P.O. Telegraphist in 1916. As still too young to serve abroad, spent some months in
Telegraph Office of local P.O. until sent for a "crash" course in Wireless 1917 to Worcester. Went to
France 1917 and served first at Corps HQ. then Division and Brigade until end of War. Joined
Marconi Company 1927, and resigned 1930, later taking up a Civil Service Post in London. Was
Signals Training Instructor to 1748 Squadron A.T.C. (Golders Green) and refused Commission.
Retired in 1963. As a result of A.T.C. work met John Clarricoats and became interested in "ham"
radio. Obtained license 1947.
616 - Leslie Lawler - G3SYT. The back of Leslies application form shows that he first enlisted in the
T.A. in 1937 and classified R.A. Signals in the following year. With many others he was mobilised in
1939 and transferred to an Anti-Aircraft Unit R.A.. He then underwent training in Radar at the
Wireless School and graduated with a B III Trade rating. 1940 saw Leslie in the Middle East where he
became a PoW in 1941. In 1945 he was back to Radar, this time Coastal, and was finally demobilised
in September 1946."Finally" is, perhaps, not the right word as, in 1951, he
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was called up under the Attlee scheme (when he signed on) and served with a L.A.A. Regt., R.A. as a
Wireleas Op. later taking control of Regimental Signals using the WS 19 and, later, the B 44 Mks. 1, 2
and 3. Leslie left the Service in 1957.
617 - Gordon Titchmarsh. A "Local Boy", living in Blandford and serving with the School of Signals.
Gordon is a member of the R.E.M.E. and a very useful addition to the Club strength, where he did
good work at the recent Rally. Carries a wealth of technical experience, but, seemingly, prefers to
"hide his light" as he says very little on his application form. Interested in VHF and may turn up one
day with a G8 plus 3 call.
618 - William O. Sturmey - G8KL/W6. Overseas this time despite the "G" call. Bill is now situated in
Millbrae, California and is active, having appeared on the HF Net and had several QSOs with HQ.
Bill was a member of 92nd Signal Regiment A.E.R. from Feb. 1966 until March 1967 with an Army
number of 23663146. No stranger to the HQ area as he passed his B II at Blandford in October 1967.
619 - Raymond Howard Dowsett - 9V1HD. Overseas again, and once more to the R.E.M.E. Ray has
held several calls including VS1HD, G3RSV, DL2DO, and, of course, 9V1HD. Ray has been closely
associated with the Corps throughout his service and was a member of the Royal Signals Club in
Singapore in 1962/1963. Ray has "seen" many Units since the Army Apprentices School at Arborfield
in 1947-1950, including 5 A.A. Group Workshops, 5 Armoured Workshops, 3 Training Battalion,
7 Armoured Workshops, 6 Infantry Workshops, as well as being on the Permanent Staff at S.E.E. for
a while. At present with R.E.M.E. Tech Services in Singapore, a Unit he previously served with in
1960 - 1963.
620 - Major Alec Fayerman - G3BWX. Alec, from West Wickham, in Kent probably also has a long
and interesting Service career behind him but prefers to list "Royal Signals (Regular Army) 1933 1951" and "R.A.R.O. 1951 on" only on his form. Must have been Middle East-wise at some time as
his form also tells us that he previously held the call SV0AL. Welcome, Alec - how about a "Potted
Personality" article sometime?.
621 - Michael Baxter - MP4TDD. Mike seemed to be at the Club one minute and operating as
MP4TDD the next. Mike, a serving officer of the Corps, is now sharing the delights (?) of Sharjah
with Ray and a few others.
622 - Michael Pludek. Another "Local Boy" who also helped out at the recent Rally. Serving locally,
Mike has been a great help at the Club.
623 - John F. Wresdell - G3XYF. One of the "younger" generation, John visited the Club whilst in
this area on a Cert. "T" Signals course with the C.C.F. Now back home in Driffield, Yorks, John is
active and no doubt, looking for the contacts.
624 - William H. Begg. Bill was introduced to the Society when he sent some very useful SWL
reports to HQ station. He is, at present, concerned with a very worthy cause - The Queens Own
Cameron Highlanders War Memoria1 Boys Club in Inverness. Now living at 68 Tomnahurich Street,
in Inverness, Bill served with 11 Air Formation Signals at Gutersloh between November 1947
October 1949. He was a Line Mechanic by trade and stamped all his kit with 21050936.
625 - Barry Short - G3YEU. Barry wrote from a Unit near Winchester asking for details of the
Society and quickly became a member. Now at a Language Wing at the Institute of Army Education,
where it is hoped that study time will permit a little "hamming". Barry crossed paths with the Editor
way back in the VS5JC days in Brunei.
626 - Major Gordon Hunt - G3ECV. Gordon found himself in the Blandford area on duty and looked
into the Club. Now a near neighbour to G4RS, living at Millbrook, near Southampton, Gordon was
with 63 (M) Command Signal Regiment T.A. from 1948 until 1961. From 1950 - 1954 he was
R.S.G.B. Regional Representative for Region 6 (Southern Counties) and is present Treasurer of the
Southampton R.S.G.B. Group.
627 - Essex Blomfield - G3PCI. Introduced by Member No. 40, G5YN, Essex is also a near neighbour
at Everton, Near Lymington, Hants. Essex spent the years 1919 until 1922 with the Clifton College
OTC Signal Section (Attached R.E.) and from 1939 until 1945 with the
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Federated Malay States Volunteer Force Signals. It is felt that these few words hides a very
interesting history - how about it sometime, Essex?
628 - Frank Spencer - G4AH. Frank may be better known to some as 948547, when he served, from
1939 - 1940 with Royal Artillery Signals, and from 1940 - 1946 with Royal Signals S.O.E.. Held the
trades of Operator Wireless and Line B 1, and Operator Special B I. He is a member of the Special
Forces Association (Signals Section) and was first licensed on 4th November 1937. Previously held
the AA call 2ARN, and hopes that this may be re-issued to him soon as G2ARN. Now located at
Datchet near Slough.
629 - Brian Grant Meaden. Brian became a member at the Rally having travelled down from Sutton
Coldfield. He was a Captain with 42 Div. Signal Regt. T.A. (A.C.F.) from 1948 - 1961.
630 - Cyril E. Cox. Cyril, from Reading in Berkshire, also joined at the Rally. Royal Signals first saw
Cyril (or vice versa) in June 1932 when he joined 97 Squad. From 1933 until 1936 he was with 1st
Div. Signals at Aldershot, and then, until 1938, with a Training Battalion at Catterick. From 1938
until 1940 was with No. 1 Cavalry Armoured Car. Signal Troop, and then, until demob in 1945, with
9th Armoured Div. Cyril left the Corps as a W.O. II and is a member of the Royal Signals
Association.
631 - Grahame Harding - G3WRU. Grahame turned up, with his XYL, at Blandford late one evening
complete with a FB Mobile rig and a 2 Metre Talk-in station for the Rally. An ardent "Mobileer" he
has done very well on 20 Metres Mobile (See "Did you know.....?", elsewhere - Ed.). It was only
during conversation that Grahame mentioned that 3 T.R. saw him as a National Serviceman as
23396174. An application form produced the necessary signature and fee. Overseas members are
asked to listen for Grahame on 20, and if Home members see a First Class Mobile installation around
Eton Avenue, East Barnet - that's probably Grahame.
632 - Colin J. Stone - G8BKU. One of the increasing number of G8 call sign members, Colin lives not
too far away at Furzehil, near Wimborne. Colin was in Royal Signals in 1945 as 14957207.
633 - Charles William Suckling - G3WDG. Charles visited the Club when locally attached on a
C.C.F. course and immediately joined the Society. Living at Chandlers Ford, in Hampshire, Charles
attends the C.C.F. (Army Section) at Peter Symonds School in Winchester.
634 - Eric Gordon Wheatcroft. Now lives at Countess Wear near Exeter but previously moved around
with The Devonshire Regiment, the R.A.P.C. and from 1943 until 1946 with 11th Air Formation
Signals. Eric was better known to Officialdom as 7669957.
635 - One of our younger members again. Serving with the C.C.F. Jon hails from Coventry and
operates as G3YIF. Bumped into the Society when on a course at Blandford.
636 - Capt. James L. Tiptaft M.C. holds the call G3MVT. Now settled in Birmingham, Jim spent the
War years with the Staffordshire Yeomanry.
637 - Over to the HQ Coy Signals of the 1st S/Foresters where we find Brian Swindells. A
Regimental Signaller, Brian is getting his Morse speed up in order to take the Morse Test and we
should be hearing him with a brand new call in the near future.
638 - An interesting list of Service connections on back of Application Form, showing G.H.Q. Royal
Signals (1944 - 1947), service in Singapore as VS1BJ, Golden Arrow High Speed Wireless Group
later Wireless Chain Long Range HF Communications with comms for UK, India, etc. John got to
know the SWBs on this job and Diversity Reception. Still concerned with communication but now as
G3ENG from Banstead in Surrey.
639 - Maurice Brown (G3BZO) of Horley doesn't say too much on his Application Form, just Regular
2328901 Sgt Brown. Last Unit User Trials Troop, Catterick. Welcome, Maurice.
640 - Another Regimental Number (22233892) and another Overseas call (MF2AE), Alf Cartwright
was one of the old Operators Wireless and line and has been away from "ham" radio for a while and is
interested in getting "bitten" again. Shouldn't take too long, Alf.
The above list closed about the 20th September, any later "additions" will be included in the next
edition.
G3DPS
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POTTED POTTED HISTORY.
An interesting letter from Walter, G3WPW, regularly "on parade" with the LF Net, could not go
without mention. Walter says ".....I was with the Section attached to the 7th Indian Infantry Brigade
on the Razmak Expedition in 1922. The OC was Lieut. Morton, but cannot seem to remember other
names. The Section was V/T, of course, with a W/T Section toting a 1½ KW Spark Set carried on
mules.
Control station was a 5 KW set at Dardoni which, when transmitting, could be heard, down wind,
200 yards away.
Air Support for the Brigade was three World War 1 Bristol Fighters based at Miramshaw - Ground
to Air communication by Popbam Panel, Director Arrows and Message Pick-up.
In the last fracas (I was T.A. in 1936), called up in 1939, 48th Div Signals, Devon and Cornwall Div
Sigs, 2nd Operators Training Battalion (Prestatyn and Catterick), and finally, 2nd War Office Signals
in London 1944 - 1945, then - back to Industry and now retired" Thanks, Walter - very interesting.
G3DPS
*****************************
CATALOGUE INFORMATION.
This issues catalogue, dated July 1969, is from DUXFORD ELCTRONICS of 97/97A Mill Road,
Cambridge. Smaller than some catalogues it is, nevertheless, as equally interesting. Terms are cash
with order, and minimum order value is 5/- plus 1/6 post and packing. The catalogue is well
illustrated with drawings of most items offered, and, what is probably of paramount importance to the
designer, sizes are given. Prices are quoted for single items, per 10, per 25 and per 100. A
considerable saving can be made by purchasing in the larger quantities, for instance, Mullard
Miniature Electrolytic Capacitors (shown on the first page) are priced at 1/- each for the following
types: 4v 125 µfd, 6⋅4v 100 µfd, 10V 64 µfd, 16v 40 µfd, 25V 25 µfd, 40V 16 µfd and 64v 10 µfd but
if bought by the hundred cost only £3-3-6 (almost half price).
Other items shown include : Mullard Small and Large Electrolytic capacitors, Metallised Polyester
Capacitors, Polystyrene Capacitors, Carbon Film Resistors, Carbon Composition potentiometers, PreSet Potentiometers, Silicon Diodes, Jack Plugs and Sockets, Semi-Conductors, Selenium Bridge
Rectifiers, Switches, Veroboard and Accessories, Panel Meters, Capacitance Substitution Boxes,
Resistance Substitution Boxes, Loudspeakers, Newmarket Packaged Power Units, Transformers, SDec, Solder, Dry Batteries, etc. "DE" offer 24 hour service on stock items and they can be contacted
by 'phone at Cambridge (0223) 63687.
*****************************
DO YOU KNOW..........?
Any information regarding Don Willoughby (Ex-?) DL2YU. Any news, please, to G3XVO,
Greenslades Cottages, Knowle, Crediton, Devon.
DID YOU KNOW..........?
The Stateside QSL Manager for Maurice VS6AA is K8UDJ.
That rumours that G3VBE has been heard /SM are true. Nothing to do with Sweden, though. George
now has the rig mounted on a tea-trolley and considers that moving it from room to room qualifies
him for SEMI MOBILE (!).
The following member-calls are QRT from Sharjah MP4TCM, MP4TCQ, MP4TCR, MP4TCV,
MP4TCW and MP4TCX.
During September, Edgar, Member 381, probably better known to all as G3BID/M was Operating as
G3BID/LX/M, G3BID/DL/M, ON8ID, and F0RT.
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OTHER AWARD SECTION.

This issue we deal with a couple of Awards - one from the Home area and one from Europe. The first
one is, in fact, very near home as the Award Manager is none other than G2AYQ, Ted Bowden,
Member No178.
THE CORNISH AWARD.
This Award is issued by the Cornish Amateur Radio Club for working Cornish stations. It is issued in
three classes and is also available to SWLs on a "heard" basis. It is free to disabled "hams". CHC - All
Directory rules apply AOMB/M. Applicants should include GCR and 5/-, $1:00 or 8 IRC. QSLs need
not be sent but receipt of QSLs must be confirmed by 2 licensed amateurs or by an Officer of a
National Radio Society. 1 point per QSO.
Europe.
Non-Europe.
Class I

- 30 points.

Class II

- 20 points.

Class III

Class I

- 15 points.

Class II

- 10 points.

Class III

- 5 points.

- 10 points.

VHF/UHF.
Class I

- 9 points.

Class II

- 6 points.

Class III

- 3 points.

Applications should be sent to, and further
Information obtained from :Awards Manager, Ted Bowden, G2AYQ,
"Albany House", Goonown, St. Agnes, Cornwall.
******************************
THE FREEBOOTERS AWARD.
Details of this Award were taken from the QSL card of SK7BK, who tells us ".....You have been
lucky to contact an Old Freebooter from the 17th Century - still going strong - and you have met him
in his hiding place deep in one of the large forests surrounding the town of Hessleholm. The contact
confirmed with this card makes it possible for you to start hunting for THE FREEBOOTERS
AWARD and if you can now find 5 of the Freebooters shown below in their daily QTH, you can
apply for the statuette with your call-sign engraved on a silver plate. You will also become a Member
of Honour for lifetime in the Freebooters Radio Club. When you have the requirements fulfilled, send
a list of the Freebooters contacted and enclose $US 5:00 or 25 Sw. cr. and we will send you the
statuette as soon as possible..."
SK7BK goes on to say "..... Skåne is the south province of Sweden. It has belonged to Denmark
until 1658. During the 17th Century armed Danish partisans or "Freebooters" fought against the
Swedes and the times of the Freebooters was warlike and bloody. Quarter was neither given nor
received. The Freebooters lived in caves deep in the large forests in the northern part of Skåne called
Goinge. Today we can still find the hiding places but there are no armed men....."
No further rules are available at the moment, but it would appear that a contact is necessary with
SK7BK before going on to work 5 of the following :SM7 : ER, TE, VO, ZJ, ALI, ANL, ASN, BJB, BAH, BBU, BDU, BBV, CFF, CPL, CRW, DGC,
DJG, DUH, DHK, DRQ, DMT, DLV, EUG, EHI, EMI.
Members will note that the Award is not in the form of a Certificate but is a statuette showing a
Freebooter dressed in period costume and holding a musket.
Write to : SK7BK, The Freebooters Radio Club, P.O. Box 15O, HESSLEHOLM, Sweden.
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THE EXHIBITION.
The 1969 Exhibition has now come and gone, and HQ would like to thank the many members who
visited the Society Stand at the New Horticultural Hall and made the duty of stand-manning such a
pleasant one. Many visitors signed the Visitors Book, and we were pleased to see the following :
G2AA, G2AUA, G2CAV, G2CDN, G2CVV, G2DHV, G2DRT, G2DTO, G2EC, G2FHF, G2FRY,
G2FYT, G2HAR, G2HHD, G2HKU, G2IO, G2RQ, G2TP, G2TT, G2YS, G3AAQ, G3ADZ,
G3ARM, G3BEC, G3BGP, G3BHL, G3BID, G3BSW, G3BTM, G3BWV, G3BXI, G3BZO, G3CFO,
G3CLK, G3COL, G3COZ, G3CRP, G3DCA, G3DOJ, G3DZS, G3EBH, G3ECV, G3EFP, G3ENG,
G3EUJ, G3FET, G3FMW, G3FNK, G3FOP, G3FTV, G3FWR, G3GBS, G3GNS, G3GVV, G3GXW,
G3HBE, G3HPR, G3HSE, G3HZ, G3HZP, G3IAR, G3IDG, G3IES, G3III, G3IRP, G3IRR, G3JDK,
G3JGR, G3JIY, G3JPJ, G3JVM, G3JXL, G3KAM, G3KDC, G3KYF, G3LAT, G3LLJ, G3LMX,
G3LNC, G3LRE, G3MDM, G3MOU, G3MSL, G3NJM, G3NVM, G3NWP, G3NWZ, G3OHJ,
G3OJ, G3OMH, G3PAK, G3PCI, G3PDS, G3PNH, G3PNM, G3PPK, G3PQE, G3PQF, G3RFH,
G3RPJ, G3RPL, G3RQN, G3RST, G3RTN, G3RVO, G3RWM, G3RYF, G3SGH, G3SHE, G3SKJ,
G3TNY, G3TUM, G3TZQ, G3UJY, G3UKK, G3UPZ, G3UTI, G3UTW, G3UXH, G3VBE, G3VIR,
G3VIS, G3VIT, G3VSA, G3VVE, G3WBL, G3WEB, G3WEO, G3WEQ, G3WET, G3WGL,
G3WGM, G3WMZ, G3WNI, G3WNJ, G3WOG, G3WPL, G3WRY, G3WUT, G3WVD, G3WYN,
G3WZQ, G3XAV, G3XBR, G3XCS, G3XEE, G3XHJ, G3XIP, G3XIX, G3XNF, G3XOI, G3XSN,
G3XUR, G3XYM, G3YBO, G3YCX, G3YJU, G3YNI, G3YOU, G3YOY, G3YQK, G3YSZ, G4BU,
G4CJ, G4LO, G4QD, G5AOZ, G5CV, G5DZ, G5GH, G5YN, G5ZW, G6FI, G6MA, G6RC, G6TQ,
G6WU, G6ZY, G8AFT, G8AKD, G8AQT, G8ARL, G8AWI, G8BOE, G8BUR, G8BZS, G8CIA,
G8CNM, G8CRP, G8CXI, G8CXJ, G8NY, G8TK, G8VG, GM3KLA, GM3VIO, GM3VNH,
GW3FSP, plus many others who did not sign the Visitors Book. Overseas visitors, whom we were
particularly pleased to see, included F1AFA, F5ZK, I1YD (complete with a very attractive red miniskirt !), K2ULU, K4BNG, K4BNI, K8QLO, PA0DX, PA0UB, VE7BMG, VO1DE (direct off the
'plane at London Airport), VP9BK/G3OGA, VS6DO, W4ZM, WA5UOY, WA6CEB, W8LUZ,
YU7LCT/G3UOL (Member No. 156 !), 6Y5FS and 9J2BC. An unusual call was KQR 3194 - a
Citizens-Bander from the States. The Exhibition can only be considered a success from a Society
point of view, with 19 new members enrolled (with many more taking away Application forms "to
think about it"), a lot of new friends made, and a lot of old friends met. To all members and visitors,
HQ would like to say "Thank you". See you next year???
**********************
HEARD AT THE EXHIBITION
"Mercury covers a lot of ground. It ought to be renamed "The News of the World".(????? - Ed).
************************
DID YOU KNOW..........?
Member No. 425, Dave Hirst, is now on Anguilla and signing VP2KQ. Dave is looking around the
21,380 frequency, but has antenna problems - the antenna available puts a nice signal into Canada because its orientated that way!. However, Dave hopes to locate a few RSARS members on the HF
Net.
W6ABN is on 28,035 Khz ( + or -) from 1530z nearly every day looking for QRP contacts. Colin at
G4RS worked him recently when W6ABN reduced power to 1 watt and was still readable!
The Society now has another licensed YL operator, G3XWE, Gladys Crooks, of 4 Victoria Grove,
Fairfield, Stockton-on-Tees, Teeside. Membership Number - 679. No details whether active or which
bands at the moment. Welcome to the group, Gladys.
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MONEY MATTERS.
In the last edition of "Mercury" was printed a list of members whose subscriptions were overdue.
Due to an oversight, Member No. 592 was wrongly included - Sorry OM!.
Subscriptions from the following members were received between 7th July 1969 and 16th October
1969 :103, 131, 147, 158, 177, 214, 224, 279, 303, 337, 346, 362, 398, 431, 479, 535, 595.
Standing Order chits have been gratefully received from the following members : 77, 130, 159, 179, 224, 274, 296, 322, 369, 426, 512, 521, 573.
It would be much appreciated, and would be a great help, if any other members able and willing to
pay by standing order (which, by the way, includes GIRO and POSB) could arrange to do so before
the 1st January 1970 when next years subscriptions fall due.
The Balance Sheet for the year ending 8 September 1969 appears elsewhere in this edition. Whilst
our financial position is considerably improved over last year, it is worth noting that our tota1 assets,
as stated, include a Nuffield Grant of £243, which is a "one-time" income, and is "spoken for".
It is anticipated that expenditure on postage over the next year will, due to factors beyond our
control, approximately treble, and that it will be necessary to spend a fair sum of money on either
automatic addressing equipment for "Mercury" or the hire of such facilities. This apart from normal
expenditure.
We will NOT, therefore, have much in hand, and this makes the prompt payment of Membership
Subscriptions all the more important.
REMEMBER - ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS FALL DUE ON 1st JANUARY 1970
PNM.
******************************
EX-MEMBERS.
Will all members please delete the following from all R.S.A.R.S. references. They ceased to be
members w.e.f. 1st October 1969.
37, 62, 93, 101, 105, 111, 114, 115, 117, 157, 168, 171, 187, 211, 221, 230, 236, 245, 255, 298, 306,
312, 342, 345, 348, 383, 388, 394, 407, 413, 419, 444, 449, 452, 467, 518, 523, 524, 528, 537, 549,
558, 560, 561, 562, 563, 579, 587, 589, 593, 594, 600.
We are sorry to see above members go, but the Society cannot the afford to carry "dead wood".
***********************************
DONATION.
The Society gratefully acknowledges the receipt of donations from the following members :
G3DCA, G3OMH, MP4TDA, G2IO, G2WH, G3PPK, G2ANG and WA6CEB. Many thanks.
****************************************
THANKS.
Thanks to the member who wishes to remain anonymous for sending along a batch of I.R.C's.
Anyone with I.R.C's going spare may send them along to HQ where they will be used to assist general
postage expenses. (Shack tidier-uppers - please note!)
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R.S.A.R.S. OFERATING AWARDS.
The present rules for the R.S.A.R.S. Operating Awards are reproduced below. These remain
effective until 31st December 1969. At the A.G.M. held in London on the 4th October 1969 certain
changes to the rules were proposed and accepted TO BECOME EFFECTIVE 1st JANUARY 1970.
These changes are shown IN BRACKETS AND UNDERLINED below. The object of these changes
was to allow contacts with stations working /P and /A and more easily define "Home" and "Overseas"
members. Generally speaking, the new rules allow ONE contact to count with any membership
number within the bounds of Zone 14 for a "Home" contact irrespective of the call-sign or suffix in
use, always providing that the call-sign in use has been officially issued to the member holding that
particular membership number. For instance, a contact with (say) G3AAA/A membership number 999
will count as ONE point for a "Home" contact. Subsequent QSOs with G3AAA, G3AAA/P,
G3AAA/M, G3AAA/MM, G3AAA/AM, GM3AAA (plus all suffix combinations), GW3AAA (plus
all suffix combinations) etc., WILL NOT COUNT AS AN AWARD POINT. However, when a
membership number moves OUTSIDE ZONE 14 he is again eligible to count as a point ONCE
ONLY per membership number, irrespective of change of suffix or prefix. It is, therefore, possible to
work G3EKL/046 for a "Home" point, and later work MP4TDA/046 for an "Overseas" point. It is
always possible to claim the first point for a QSO with any suffix (or lack of suffix), always bearing in
mind that subsequent contacts will not count. It is not intended to start the list again from 1st January
1970, previous contacts under the old rules will count, but QSLs for contacts after 1st January 1970
must be in accordance with the new rule.
1. The following RSARS Operating Awards are available free of charge to ordinary and associate
members and to clubs affiliated to the Society, with effect from 1st January 1969 (1st January 1970)
Class III - Certificate, Class II - Certificate, Class I - Certificate, Special Award - Engraved Plaque.
2. Transmitting members located at "Home" (defined below) must submit confirmation of two-way
contact with other member stations, including G4RS as follows :
Class III - 25 confirmations, Class II - 50 confirmations, Class I - 100 confirmations, Special Award 200 confirmations (See Para. 20).
3. Listener members located at "Home" (defined below) must submit confirmation of having heard
transmitting member stations as in Para 2 above.
4. Transmitting members located "Overseas" (defined below) must submit confirmations of two-way
contact with other member stations, including G4RS as follows : .
Class III - 12 confirmations, Class II - 25 confirmations, Class I - 50 confirmations, Special Award 100 confirmations.
5. Listener members located "Overseas" (defined below) must submit confirmation of having heard
transmitting members as in Para. 4 above.
6. "Home" members stations are defined as those located in the U.K. and Continental Europe,
excluding Gibraltar, Malta and Islands in the Mediterranean (Zone 14, excluding Gibraltar, the
Azores, and Islands in the Mediterranean and Zone 15 excluding Malta and Islands in the
Mediterranean).
(6. Home members stations are defined as those located within the bounds of Zone14).
7. "Overseas" members stations are those located outside the "Home" area as defined in Para. 6 above.
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8. "Overseas" members who move "Home" may count any confirmations gained "Overseas" towards
the Awards in Paras 2 and 3 above.
9. "Home" members who move "Overseas" may NOT count any confirmations gained at "Home"
towards the Awards in Paras 4 and 5 above.
10. Contacts between member stations operating /A or /P will NOT count for any Award purpose,
except for those Affiliated Club stations which do not normally operate from their static locations
(e.g. T & AVR units when at Camp, Exercise, etc.,)
(10. Contacts with member stations operating /A or /P etc.. WILL count towards RSARS Awards but
only inasmuch as a contact with a fully paid up membership number is eligible ONCE only per
"Home" or "Overseas" location (total two contacts). The call-sign of the member worked must have
been officially issued to that member. Contacts by a member using another persons call-sign are NOT
permissible. Therefore, contacts with a membership number within the bounds of the "Home" and
"Overseas" areas can only be claimed ONCE per area. irrespective of the call-sign, prefix or suffix
used. A member moving from the "Home" area to the "Overseas" area (and vice versa) can be
contacted ONCE only in each area).
11. Member stations operating from other call areas on a temporary basis within the terms of any
licence will count separately e.g. DL5ZZZ/LX, G7ZZZ/HB etc.
(11. Deleted after 1st January 1970).
12. Members will ensure that operating practices are maintained to the highest standards. Unassisted
two-way contact must be made between the stations concerned. Relaying of reports by a third station
is not permitted for Award purposes. Terms of license must be strictly observed and members who are
granted temporary licences for operation in other countries may be asked to submit proof of
authorisation to R.S.A.R.S.
13. Members are required to exchange signal reports, membership numbers, names and QTH to
qualify for confirmation of contact.
14. Claims for Awards will be made to the Awards Manager only, whose details are published below.
15. Claims for Awards must include the following :
a) Written confirmations (e.g. QSL Cards)
b) A check list of the call-signs and membership numbers,
c) S.A.E. with adequate return postage.
(15. Claims for the Awards may be made by Certified List as laid out below, signed by an Officer of a
National Radio Society, or by two other licensed amateurs, one of whom must be a fully paid up
member of the R.S.A.R.S. A check list of the call-signs and membership numbers must be included
together with return postage or I.R.C. This rule can only be waived by the President and Council of
the R.S.A.R.S.).
We, the undersigned, acting on behalf of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society, hereby certify and
declare that we have personally inspected and checked a total of ..... QSL cards received by
(Name)..........................(Call-sign) .......... (Address) ......................................................…… RSARS
No. .......... for contacts made by the above member. To the best of our knowledge and belief these
represent contacts made by the above member in compliance with R.S.A.R.S. Operating Award rules
(a copy of which has been seen by us) and in the true spirit of Amateur Radio under the terms of his
official Amateur Radio Licence. We know of no reason why the issue of the appropriate Award
should not be made.
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RSARS QSL BUREAU.

A QSL Bureau for use BETWEEN RSARS MEMBERS ONLY is available. Any member wishing to
clear cards to other member stations, please despatch QSL cards in bulk to G3HSE. Any member
wishing to collect cards from the Bureau, please send SAE's to Dave. Envelopes should be of
sufficient size with postage to suit the number of cards you expect/require each posting. Normally, 4d
or 6d postage is sufficient. With each issue of "Mercury" we have to publish lists of calls for whom
cards are held at the Bureau without envelopes. It would help considerably if members would either :
provide envelopes, or let Dave know that they do not wish cards to be held for them and giving
permission to destroy same. If you DO NOT collect QSLs PLEASE INFORM THE PEOPLE YOU
CONTACT.
Please put on the reverse of the envelope your call-sign, membership number and the number of
cards you wish to be despatched.
This service is free to members, please do not cause unnecessary work by leaving cards uncollected,
or sending cards which are not for RSARS members.
Address for Bureau, and any enquiries (with SAE, please) is :RSARS QSL BUREAU,
78 BROCKLEHURST STREET,
NEW CROSS,
LONDON S.E. 14.
Telephone 0l-639-1594.
SEND OFF SOME SAE TO THE RSARS QSL BUREAU TODAY
*************************************
RSARS QSL BUREAU REPORT.
The RSARS QSL Bureau, under the expert guidance of G3HSE, continues to function well.
However, a little help from members by way of SAE would be appreciated, particularly from the
following calls, all of whom have cards waiting for collection at the Bureau AND NO ENVELOPES.
G3AJP, G3AOJ, G2CKQ, G3DSS, G3FAS, G3GVV, G3GLQ, G3HS, G3HCM, G3HZP, G5HZ,
G6HB, G3IOI, G3IRR, G3INA, G8KL/W6, G3KPQ, G3LAT, G3LNC, G3LNS, G3LOV, G3LUN,
G3LXP, G6LL, G3MCG, G2NJ, G3NQT, G3OFV, G3PNH, G3POY, G3PYN, G3PGM, G3PCI,
G2QB, G3RGE, G3RKN, G3SNN, G3TTH, G2UZ, G3UJW, G3UOL, G3UOT, G3UPY, G3UXH,
G3UZL, G3VAN, G3VYT, G3VTZ, G3VZO, G6VQ, G3WCP, G3WOD, G3XBR, G6ZY, GW3AX,
GW3GHC, GW3POD, GW3SVY, GI3IWD, GI5DX, GM3TDS, DL5ZU, DL5YQ, DL5YA, DL5XN,
DL5YX, DL2ZN, DL2VR, DL5ZC, 5N2AAF, VE8RCS, VS5MC, ZB2A, ZB2BC, WA6CEB,
ZC4IM, ZC4HF, ZC4JH, ZC4LS, 5Z4LS, MP4BHT, MP4BEU, MP4BHN, MP4TCQ, MP4TCV,
MP4TCX.
Some of the above calls are not members, and members are asked to pass along the information that
cards are held by Dave for these calls should you work them at any time. REMEMBER - THE
RSARS QSL BUREAU IS FOR THE EXCHANGE OF MEMBER-CARDS ONLY. Members whose
call-sign appears above are asked to forward suitably sized stamped addressed envelopes to G3HSE
as soon as possible, I.R.C. acceptable from overseas members. Please do not forward SAE with your
local-type stamps thereon (this has happened in the past). The Postmaster-General doesn't collect or
accept them!!!
****************************************
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CONGRATULATIONS.
The President and Council wish to congratulate Bert Donn G3XSN, Membership No. 343 on being
the first member to qualify for the Special Award. Bert now holds Class III, Class II, Class I and the
Special Award. An analysis of QSOs shows the following :-

SSB Europe
CW Europe
SSB Overseas
CW Overseas
Totals

Class Class II Class I Special
III
20
24
37
61
5
4
19
7
14
1
2
6
25
25
50
100
25
50
100
200

Congratulations, Bert.
******************************
R.S.A.R.S. LAPEL BADGES

Plain lapel badges (as shown above) : 2/6 post free.
Call-sign lapel badges (your callsign added in black letters on a golden scroll under badge) :
post free.

7/6

Orders to : Gen. Sec. RSARS, 15 Valley Road, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
***********************
R.S.A.R.S. TIES.
Still a few left. Good quality Society Tie with Terylene warp and Crimplene weft, showing figure of
Mercury in silver and Society badge in Light Blue, Dark Blue, Green and Silver. Manufactured by a
leading London Colour House - yours for 25/6d each post free. Get one now whilst stocks last - we
cannot guarantee that price will remain the same for the next batch!
**************************
SOCIETY NOTEPAPER.
For 8/4d ( post free) you can add that technically professional touch to your next 100 letters. Good
quality notepaper with heading in blue "Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society", "Members
Correspondence" and a figure of Mercury. Order from Gen. Sec
**************************
SMALL AD.
Foreman type?, Technician type?. Leaving the Service soon?. Fancy a job with one of Britains leading
firms?. Good Pay, conditions etc.
Mainly installation work overseas. Ring Mr. Philp, Redifon Ltd. at 01-874-7281 Extension 121.
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LF NET. Etc.
The LF Net (3∙780 Khz + or -) continues to be popular with many new stations checking in. This has
meant that quite often the Net has consisted of over 30 sub-stations. This, in turn, means that delays
occur before a "turn" comes around again. In view of this, it is suggested that the Net meets EVERY
NIGHT around 3∙780 Khz and volunteers are required to help organise Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays evenings 1800z onwards. G4RS will not be able to look in every night, but will do so as often
as possible. It has also been suggested that members meet on a 40 Metre Net on Sunday mornings so
how about getting out of the XYLs way while she prepares Sunday Lunch and fire up the rig around
7∙060, call "CQ Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society" and see what happens?
DAY
FREQUENCY
START TIME
3∙780 + or - Khz

Daily
1800z

21∙380 + or - Khz
1300z QSY to 14∙170 + or -

if band conditions bad.
7∙060 + or - Khz

Sunday
0900z
Activity
Sundays

1∙865 Khz, 3∙780 Khz, 7∙060 Khz, 14∙170 Khz, 21∙380 Khz, 28∙380 Khz, More
details regarding times in next issue when suggested times in from Overseas
members.
Suggested CW frequencies :
40 Khz inside band, i.e. 1∙840 Khz, 3∙540 Khz, 7∙040 Khz, 14,040
Khz, 21∙040 Khz, 28,040 Khz.
Although the European Band Plan permits C.W. throughout the ENTIRE bands PLASE - NO
'PHONE IN THE C.W. PORTIONS,
******************************
WORKED ALL BRITAIN NETS
Fridays, 2100, 3∙760 Khz, MC - G3ABG. Saturdays, 0900, 7∙060 Khz MC G3GHE. Sundays, 1400,
7,060 Khz MC - ?, Saturdays, 1400, 7∙030 Khz (CW only), MC - G3SVK. Times local, it is be1ieved.
Details of W.A.B. from G3ABG - QTHR.
*****************************
DID Y0U KNOW..........?
Those members who were Operators Wireless and Line etc., will, no doubt, remember the Gin
Palace, but did you know that it got its name from India etc., where the locals thought that the "box"
which spoke was likened to a "Djinn" or Genie? (Gleaned at the Exhibition)
That Member No. 247. C.R. Emary, G5GH, is the man to talk to regarding Awards. Drop him a line
(SAE pse) at Westbury End, FINMERE, Bucks?.
If you live on the South Coast, and you hear the GRATITUDE (out of Newhaven) on the shipping
bands, you will probably be listening to Member No. 468, K. Williams, G3WQQ?
That G3FGN, Member No. 068, is still looking for an 80 SSB rig, about 100 - 180 Watts PEP. Any
ideas, info, etc., to G3FGN 224 Signal Squadron, LOUGHBOROUGH, Leics.
That H.E. Thornton of 26 Stagbury Avenue, Coulsdon, Surrey CR3 3PD has an R216 which
performs well on F.M. but doesn't sound too good on A.M.. Any suggestions?
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